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Ilabltrab Ettening
VOL. XXII. NO.55

FISH GETS IN
HIS RESOLUTION

S

WEATHER FORECAST.

CARPENTERS WILL
PUSH THEIR FIGHT

.king fur Investigation id
Illinois Central.

Kucoursiged .by Yesterda3's
Success MUM.' Aggressive.

Directors Will Meet Next Week When
Answers to Fish's luquiries Will
lie Made.

Relieve That *Slime' shop" Com ruetors Will Soon sign and End
lentg Draeueno Fight.

SEQUEL TO MEETING LAST WEEK
a

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER S. 1907

,
A
PLEASANT

RUDD t4REN04

UNION

GETTING ME Pi Rm.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

1 BOYLE AGAIN
WINS OUT
Judge Reed Decides Amend.
ed Ordinance is
Defective.
CASES

CONTRACT.

ARE

DISMISSED

Minimum Fine Fixed by Ordinance was Again Fixed
Too Low,

New York, Sept. 5.---The personal
Union carpenters are hibilant over
encounter between, former President
proSpects to win out in their deFair 441141 l41411111Utll eolll tonight
Stuyeesant Fish and F'resident James
mands for better wages, and
are
Higttest temm-rature yesT. Harahan, of the 11111101s Central 161141
meeting today formulating plans for
railroad, which took place last week terday, t4A; lowest, OS.
fUrther pushing their fight. They
MECCA OPEN FOR BUSINESS
and its sequel today at a meeting of
are sanguine for the signatures of
The board, When ,Mr. Fish again preeight "open shop" contractors, and
MRS. PHILLIPS.
sented the sot of resolutions whish
hope to announce a settlement of the
Cleveland, 54111. 5.—With a
Again the city license ordinance
brought on the Mak bout between an deteethe standing guard
just out. three months' strike this week.
found defective, and because it is unhim and Mr. Harahan.
side of her lied chamber and two po.
"We do not care to give out. a list
constitutional Circuit
The board, it was announced afterJudge Reed
16/4111.11i1146 ill (11101111 of her of union contractors," stated a coindismissed every case where Hugh
wards. Adopted the Fish resolutions house, Mrs. Charlotte
tnitteeman
this morning. "We will
virtuBoyle, the saloonkeeper._ was fined
with some slight modifications OM- ally under arrest al her home
where say that yesterday's demonstration
in police court for selling liquor
vials of the company, however, were Ii' 10141011141 VIAll• 41114 10 11411l11 early ot solid unionistn caused one contracafter
Slay or Ye-liter had revoked his license.
reticent and declined to divulge what Monday_ A warrant was seem out tor to come across. He Is Mr. NV, T.
Boyle was fined in one case, however.
welt place at the meeting.
4
lag her with munier
second Rudd. At present there are fourthat for selling liquor on Sunday. In
The directors present were: Hera- it=t-e hut was net ....mist on account teen contractors employing
union
this charge he refused to plead, tied
hate Fish. Hackstaff, Aushincloss, of her eontlithoi. The et kh.tace is pure men exclusively and only eight stands the
court fixed the fine at $50 and
Coelet, Cutting, Peabody. Reach and
cireton•lantial.
ing out against us. Of these several
4 1.
costs.
Vanderbilt. When Mr. Fish left the
are big contractors, but with
only
Boyle was charged with keeping
meeting he declined to way anythiug
(tLti\ ii.\.
twelve non-union men at work for
Nes• Note—Mr. lirs•n will sound his 1901 keynote nest Novemb4r,
his saloon open and selling liquor
IIitmeapelis, Sem.
as to the nature of the busineta
meeting them, they Duty hope to do little to—Illorrrman in Washington Star.
after he had been fined In
of the preeidents anti
managers Of wards their work.
police
whIct had been transacted.
_
eourt for selling on Sunday. and
The remitting directors continued several elevators throtioltoto M lime.
the
In nearly every instance the heavmayor had revoked his license. For
Is 111418i011 for 90111e time after Mr.. mita held here today for the purpose iest contractors are working jobs on
SUPPORT FAMILY
each day that be sold after the revoof forming a big merger with the
Fish left.
limitation contracts, and will have
lt was learned that Mr. Fish's res- Farmers Ellt•vat tie-. The plan is to to complete the work within the'specOR 60.10 JAIL cation, a warrant eas isqued and he
was ,fined In police court.
olutions contained rather serious secure eoetperai ion with Iwo hundred Med time. Since the 45 non-union
Immediately appeals were taken, and on
charges against the hreteent manage- elevators In one central organization. carpenters joined yesterdays several
advice of attorneys. Boyle closed his
nient and the demand that they be
more have been added to the .ranks,
Judge Lightfoot Gives Orders saloon. This morning in circuit court
PRINCE WILLIAM.
answered. The restitution alleged
aril slowly but surely the union is
Illooston, Sept. 1.—The emitter leylthe cases were called.
that the affairs of the Illinois Central
being strengthened.
Pekin, Sept. 5.— Rather than perto Father of a Destitute
The situation is-doubly critical bewith Prince William of Sweden
alia
-In the commonwealth ease, where
were virtually being conducted from
contractor.
Jack Coe,
also signed mit Japan to establieh tit'* to the cause of the presence of a few esaboard sailed for Sweden this lllllrrb
my
client is charged with willing on
129
Broadway, where are boasted 1110
•1
Family,
the scale with the carpenters' union immensely rich Kwanto region, Chi- caped Korean soldiers, who are try1 lag. The
HMI Lieutenant cernSunday, we will enter no plea," stated
offices of the Union Pacific railroad
ibis morning. Union officials say no is prepared to fight and no secret ing to incite the
Koreans against
mender Dekekier arrived from Ruf.
Attorney kial S. Corbett, "but in city
and K. H. Harriman.
they arePhighly pleased
with
the Is made of the fact. Chinese states- the small force of Japanese representtale and Niagara Falls early
this
cases, where he is charged with vioThe resolutions likewise contained'
2,0 lin I tin ldit%
men and military leaders consider ing the Korean government authorS. W Henderson. the shanty boater,
morning.
lating the ordinance, I desire to enclauses questioning the legitimacy, of
the petits] of Japan'. exhaustion fol- ity. Japanese reinforcements are pro- who
-- —
ass iturnmoned by Humane Offi- ter a demurrer as to the ordinance's
eertein financial transactions In which
lowing
the struggie with Russia a fa- ceedDe to the territory.
HEMINGWAY .A(TIVE.
4
cer Jap Toner to appear before Judge constitutionality.- •
DR. MURRELL MAY
the Illinois Central had been engaged.
vorable one to wipe out old scores
W'ashingtott,
Sept.
.").---Scnator
Fifty Chinese laborers recruited for
Judge Heed permitted the filing of
With the adoption of the resolu- Iftseingway arrived
with
Islanders.
Foreign ,itp:o- work on the Japanese government Lightfoot and show cause why he did
todny for a litBRING DAMAGE SUIT maticstheagree
the demurrer, and on hearing arguliens today It was understood that tle ad.'s etiging
not
properly
Chinese
are
not
support
bluffhis
family,
Fairbanks'
presiof
was
rallWity have been prevented by the
ment promptly dismissed the trafleS.
some answer would be prepared by dential boom
ing and they regard a clash immi pollee from
'if which he may probalanding at Kobe.
The yesterday releases te the court on
"Yes, the ordinance is unconetituthe management and submitted to the bly he railed
nent.
the
chief promoter in the
promise that he would stay sober
Chinese are destitute and without
tional.•' stated Judge Reed when
rumored
It
is
on
t
that
•
meeting of the directors to be held flat'
1 couvention. "If the convenThe number of Chinese troops is means to return. They are refused and properly feed and clothe his
asked for an expression. "The statnett Wednesday.
tion were to meet tornorrow he said. Dr. D. G. Murrell, owner of the increasing daily in Kwango. the ter- assistance by the government, which family.
utes prescribe that the tuininium fine
wrecked
American
Express
company
.1( the officess of the company it
would give mote for Issirbank's
ritory in dispute between China and asserts the contractor alone is reHenderson is the step-father of
shall not be less than $25.. and the
was stated that, no information
re- thence% because I helie‘e today he is building, will sue for damages if a Japan. The Chinese commander has sponsible. The contractor
had pre- Hazel Harris, the tent year-old girl ordinance
regulating the sale oe
garding the meeting would be given stronger than any taller candidate." compromise is not offered. It is warned the Japanese commander that viously obtained official cons ft
to that died on the shantyboat last week iquor wlthout
a license reads that
known that he has been In consults- he Must desist from any attempt at
out
Mr Fish declined to make any
Import the coolies, but the
rity of and was buried by the coroner. The the fine shall not
be less than $2u,
'lion With his attorneys. nut the re- administration and withdraw
statement regarding What had taken
110RAII
immedi- labor guilds Influenced the govern- humane offices who was sent to inso you see how it is defective."
place.
Idaho, Sept 5.--The Indict- suit of his conference is not made ately.
4
ment to refuse the aliens admission. vestigate the condition of the family
Attorney Corbetre Statement.
Rumors are said to come
President Harahan could not be ment !linseed last April by the fed. known
says that there are four other step"I knew all the time this license
eral rand jury against .Senator Wil- from inside sources. however.
found after the adjournment.
children of Henderson on the boat,
ordinance the city passed and later
granted when he married the second
According to a statement given out liam E. Boleti find other prominent
CAN FISCAL COURT
the eldest a girl of thirteen, that are
wife.
amended, was unconstitutional," deHe
came to Owensboro and
by the president's secretary after his men, chantine conspiracy tip defraud WISE ELEPHANT Re:S(1'K% MAX.
RESTRICT CORONER? got his license and was married in almost starved and with scarcely any clared Attorney Hal S. Corbett. With
return to Chicago iast week, the res- the United States government, Will
clothing at all. The humane officer
this he produced
Owensboro at the home of Miss Jones'
authority. "The
olution. offered by Mr. Fish at that served on the defendants yesterday. Lifts Locomotive With Trunk While
could not bring them to the city on
constitution
reads that no municipal.
then
He
went
Sister.
to
Mrs.
.animals
Other
Jones'
Put
Out
Fire.
time brought on the clash, between
account of their not having sufficient
ity ca - fix a fine lee than that preSTANDARD Oils
home near Philpot and began prepFish and Harahan asked for certain
Question will be Looked into arations
clothing to wear.
scribed
:I.—Adjournment
York.
New
by the statutes. The original
Sept.
Richmond,
Sept.
Va..
makises
5.---Bacil,
the
for
a
crop.
He
was
information regardtng changes in the
Mr. Toner found that the children ordinace
fixes the niinImuna at $10
thus engaged when the sheriff arrestcompany's methods of accounting and until September 17, was iken today mother aof Jumbo, an elephant over
by County Attorney
are heirs to a small estate at Owensand when the city attorneys saw it,
ed him.
was the subject of Mecums/on-today, In the federal suit to dissolve the 2thl years of age. saved the life of a
boro, and the Central Trust company they made
Standard Oil company, New Jersey man at Wheeling. W. Va., today. A
haste to amend. All this
Barkley.
It was said.
of that city as their guardian pays
coneern
patient
Rockefeller
interest
time my client had had his license
train
freight
wrejsked
was
near
Morit. is also said that the resolutions
the mother $.111 a year for their sup- revoked
LAGERWALL ABLE
In order that the &attorney for the gantown, the engineer being caught
by Mayor Yelser, but was
enbmitted today still express
Mr.
port. This money he says is squan- selling. When
Standard may have OM' 'It prepare under the locomotive. The wreck
ordinance was
Fish's intention and views of the pres
It is probable that fiscal court ex' TO LEAVE HOSPITAL dered by their mother and step- amended, it wasthe
for siiimilasioti
stalelnelit taken caught fire, and it appeared as if the
formed by the statent management of the road in most
cede its authority in ordering th-e
father for whisky.
from book of eonmany covering the man was doorneed. The sections folutes of 1903; but there was a later
vigorous terms, although the sting
coroner not to hold inquests or inquiJudge Lightfoot has Instructed Mr. one, that of 1906, and
names of all owners of stock of t he lowing the wrecked train, having
it reads that
was removed. '
sitions before consulting the county
Standard (Al l inny in New Jersey aboard a circus, came up. and Basil
Mr. A. F. LagerwalS agent for the Toner to keep a watch on Henderson the minimum shall not be less than
attorney.
At
the
time
the
board
and if he does not provide for his
;eller data relative to stock.
$25. The ordinance as it stands
lifted the wrecked locomotive with passed on the matter,
COIRANKUS
SUEI)
County Attor- American Exprese -C.-tympany, who was family he will be rearrested and
amended reads $20.
her trunk from the body of the engi- ney Alben Barkley was
_rn $10.0110
caught
under
falling
the
express
compeesettt.
not
forced to work.
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTED.
"All these weeks has my client
neer
Eight other elephants tilled and, he
le investigating the law. Mr. pany building Monday afternoon, and
Vienna, Sept. 4.—It is reported
been out of businees because of such
their trunks with river water and exAttorneys Criee & Coss will this
advisor
legal
Barkley is
of fiscal pinioned for three hours under tons l'ONVENTION CALLED
that an attempt was made today to
blunders. Yee, he has'got recourse
tinguished thebornieg cars.
afternoon tile suit in circuit court for
court.
esesssinitte Emperor Francis Joeeph,
IN WASHINGTON COUNTY.
of debris, was removed from RiverIn the courts, but I would not, advise
.1. M. Hutchinson against the Cohanbut he ecamel unhurt. The emperor
"I was not present when fiscal side hospital to his home this mornIt. I think that every city official
knit Manufacturing company for 110.Springfield, Ky.. Sept. — The Rewas in personal command of the
court
oilseed on the coroner matter," ing in the Guy Nance ambulance. He
HENNEBERGER
who had any part In this fight acted
LOSS
'S
000 for the loss of his right hand and
trian ermy at Klagefurt headquarters
executive committee of
he explained. "The authority of any is sorely bruised and Is suffering publican
In good faith, or thought he did."
forearm. 114 plaintiff was employed
of the Austrian maneuvers where atSETTLED FOR $15000 coroner is extensive, and is prescribed from kidney trouble. Mr. Lagerwall Washington county has called a mass Fines against Boyle which e •
by the defendant on July 24 as a
tack is *aid to have been made. The
by the statutes. I
am
not very when pinioned beneath the mass of convention to be held here Septem- appealed were $100. assessed by ie
machine tender. He was inexper- government makes light of the affair
familiar with it, but will look care- brick and heavy timbers low on two ber 14 to nominate a candidate to
cial Police Judge E. H. Puryear and
ienced and alleges that the defendant and says a Than with walking
Wick
fully into the matter before court bricks. The bricks pressed into his represent Washington county In the two &lee of $20 and
costs each asL. W. Henneberger & Co. -today at
knew It, yet failed to acquaint him attempted to approach the emperor.
next
general
assembly. Hon. W. C.
:sack as the weight-et the mass setnoon settled their loss at $15,500 for meets again."
sessed -by Special Police .Judge E. W.
with the dangers of certainmachines
McOhord is the Democratic nominee.
Coroner Eaker was very much tled upon hltn, and his condition is
Bradshaw, Jr.
stock and fixtures.
he had to keep in shape. One maANTWERP STRIKE.
yesterday.
He
stated
that still serions. He had Improved, how
Messrs. French, Curry, Smtdards, worked up
In knocking out the licenseordicotton,
chine .became clogged with
Boyle Opens Saloon.
Antwerp, Sept. IL—With an Meet'.
Snyder, Purcell, McPherson, King he held inquests and inquisitions ever, sufficiently Tohe removed this
nance. Judge Reed also knocked out
Which might either break the maBoyle
opened
saloon
his
this
afnight
by riotdiary fire started last
necessary, morning.
Yeiser's power to revoke a
chine or set fire to cotton being spun ing strikers still sweeping docks Ant- and Bentley, representing numerous where he thought them
ternoon and is ready for business Mayor
insurance companies involved in the ,and was not under the impression
remove
through_ U. He attempted to
again. When he closed two weeks ago saloon license in case of Sunday flowerp is today on verge of a panic.
tations; but only became* the clause
the clogged cotton when his right Proclamation of martial law may be loss. today Invoiced and inspected that he should have consulted any
his liquor license was transferred In
SILVER SERVICE WILL
hand was drawn into the teeth. So the only Mean'. of restoring order. the stock. It Is assured that little one.
county court to John
Lindenfield.
badly mangled was the hand and Almost with return of daylight strik- stock can be taken over as salvage.
(Continued on Page Eters)
BE SELECTED MONDAY This afternoon Lindenfield transferThe damage to the White building
forearm that amputation at the elbow ers resumd rioting. oyrturning and
red -the license back to Boyle. Lindenon Broadway by the recent storm EXPECTED DIVORCE
was necessary.
destroying many drape
field was granted a city license by MR. I, V. ARMENTROUT TO
was estimated at $4,6041 yesterday
TOI'lt STATE WITH WILHOON
the council Tuesday night. hut it
NOT
WAS
GRANTED
Alderman
Chamblin. Councilman
afternoon by the adjustors. The InWANT TWO CENT RATE.
would not be legally a license before
KENTECKV EDITORS
surauee companka were represented
Lackey and Mayor Yelser. composing aldermen had acted. Lindenfield will
Mr L. V. Armentrout, editor of
lianieut CommOutiou Orders eotnpan- Will Gladly Take Parr in Celebration by Contractor George Welkts1 and J.
a rommitte appointed to ftelect a W- ask the council for a refund of the The Sun, will tour the state with
Owensboro, Ky... Sept. 5.—CIrcult
11I, White, owner of the building, by
les to Put Rate in Force Oct. I.
of State Fair..
eer service for the gunboat Peducah. money deposited with his application. August Willson. the Republican nomcourt devoted most of the day with
Alderman Chamberlain.
inee for governor, the next two
•
bigamy. The jury deliberated but a to be donated by the city, have hen
'Topeka, Kass Sept. 5.—That board
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 5.--The mon- months and report his speeches and
Harrodsburg. Ky., Sept. 5.--In reshort time when a verdict of 'guilty called to meet Monday morning at ument to the tnemory of the late incidents of the campaign for
of railroad commission this after-45005eto Invitatkant sent out be Lew PHARMACISTS MEET IN
The
HOT.tillitINGS, ARK., NEXT. and fixing his punishment at three 10 o'clock to inspect designs. Local President McKinley.
noon ordered railroads to put in flat B. Brown,'president of the Kentucky
erected on Ni- Sun and The Louisville Herald, Mr.
New York, Sept. i.—Next year's years in the penitentiary. was re- Jewelers will have designs and one agara Square by the state of , Ne* Armentrout is a very bright and tal2.-eritt rates On Or eforeOctober
Press aseociation, to the editors of
- requesting them to act up-Aronvention of the Amorfeher • Pfiwr turned.
•
3t. "Louie And' one Cincinnati firm York at a cost of a million dollars. ented young nom and his letters
The railroads have not made and tied". the state.
nite :announcement of eontemplated ,x,,n ii committee and -ammo in nial4:i ntarvatical aesaciation will he heig.lt -The name of the Itecend 'wife is will also have representativett here wee_ dedicated today s by Governor should prose very interesting and in. William
M. Saralr.ffillaabeth Jones, whom he mar- to submit designs. 1%, with require Hughes and cher distInguished citi- structive. lie left today to visit his
actiarr,"-but it is eapected hat They lug Kentucky Day at the state lake-ft-at Hot Springs, Ark.
will Doetrectitnige
the order until the I great event„ be has reived
received nearly Seery, of the California College of ried in 1507, and In IW; he was mar abollt one month after the contract is zens. Canadian troops participated parents and family In Marion, Ohio,
, ,•
mulatto-a 1 skitifed' itrnotrie of- the two hundred rtVlial, the majority of Phartriace, was eleeted president of ,ried to Rosa Nelson. 'He had sued awarded to prepare and deliver the in hp parade
There was a number and will go out with Willson next
‘..tlicr ,
•ates in uhich It is ittql(Httg
the association tmLi•
:114,nt 1,,-ing hearty aernptant et..
tor divorce and believed it a
of addresses by prorninen speakers. iweek.
L
I

Clash Believed Imminent
Between China and Japan

i

%CITE FAD CA

PAGE TWO

PADUCAH,
MONDAY,
Greatest Circus Alliance the World Has Ever Known!

September 16 FIRE'vrItillOTECra

HA

EC

K

CAUSES PANIC

'n'NTN

THEATRICAL NOTES
11"1"e

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER S.

sirs:

BASEBALL NEWS
National League

R if Fl
2t;
St Louis
'The Great Seigel!.
_
S 10
The &octet} All Star company that Chicago
AND—
Palmer House
Batteries—eRaamond and Noonan;
comes to the Kentucky for 3 nights
and Saturday matinee *111 undoubt- Riteibaeb and Moran.
Threatened.
edly prove to be tole of the beat atH X
tractlbns of the :season. The Evans2 4 0
vine Courier has the following to say Pittsburg
Seven Hundred Guests Scantily At0 6 1
Cincinnati
•- ,
about the show:
tired Retell tutu street.' carternea—Ruggieby
ti ibson
and
Sat
The great Santell and his all star
rylitg Clothee.
and McLean.
saudevIlle company appeared at the Weimer
Grand yesterday to large aueLences.
H H E
Second game
both matinee and night. The com5 0 4
Pittsburg
COXErS ARMY HEADQUARTERS. pany is indeed an excellent one, in
2 9 2
'Cincinnati
usual
the
than
fact, much better
Batteries -- Willis arid Gibson;
vaudeville shows. There is not a
Coakley and McLean.
poor tier in the entire program.
hundred
Chicago, Sept. 5.— Seven
Santell is a great performer and
R Ft E
guests of the Palmer House, at State
in his line of work be has no peer. New York
4 7 1
aveNA'abasr
Monroe
streets
and
and
of Brooklyn
specimen
1 6 1
nue, were thrown into a panic at He is a magnifivent
posing :and
Batteries--McGionity and Bresna11:15 o'clock last night when fire, manhood. His athletic
roundly aphan; McIntyre and Bergen.
w teich threatened to consume the feats of strength were
building, broke out in the basement plauded: The Leniuger trio of acroRobeson &
R H
Second game
under the Dunlap Hat company's bats, Cameron & Toledo,
Reath, Idabel Gage and Master Rich- New York
4 6 2
store, 171-173 State street.
3 4
Immediately after the blaze was ard are-all stare in their line and the Brooklyn
1-1teurea of 4.7.ceiescliessei EnterTwo tind
Batteries—Lynch and Bresnahan;
discovered the hotel began to fill with most pleasing and clever act on the
tainment, Edw.:action rind Et..lifkeesnIcara
program were Holmes and Holliton Rucker and itter,
Intelligently performing feats smoke. This warned guests of their
that most men do mit essay. danger and in a moment the corridors In their quaint Yankee sketch, "LookAmerican League
were filled with frightened men and ing for Betsy." They are not only
n the noblest animal
Witness the ne
R H
women, many in scanty attire, who good actors, but clever singers and
of them all, a Huge
ride if the superb
6 S 2
carried such belongings as they could dancers. Miss Cecil May, in her DCleveland
Performing the Latest Feats of High-Class Equestrians.
5 11 2
pick up in their arms or in satchels, strange and weird act called "Som- Detroit
Batteries — Liebhardt and Bernie;
nebency," created a profound imbags and suit cases.
4
Elevators In the hotel were kept pression, her rapid and accurate an- Mullin and Schmidt*
ter v•ater-preet tents, rain or shine. Down
Two grand ix-re neetece
open at I and 7. Performances begin in the Massive Steel Structure
guests swer to questions asked by many In
running and the frightened
and in the ,engs at 2 and p m.
R
The
were removed
to the lobby and the audience was marl:1001M
4 10
D A11881(), 80e, ehildre
- in under 9, 2.street as quickly as possible. Scores company is one of the best seen in Philadelphia
2 5 2
PICTIUKESQUE PAGEANT. of Gorgeous Grandeur, moves over ran crowding down the stairs, and Evansville for many seasons and lov- New York
principal streets every morning.
Scbreck;
Bender
and
Batteries
—
vaudeville
vaudeville—that
is
within ten minutes hardly a guest or ers of
Epoch Mal* Evest of Inuttirable Significant employs' of the hotel was left in R. —cannot complain about the. attrac- Cheislaro and Thomas.
Its First Awarasce tr:11 be
The smoke from the lire filled -ev- tion that was selected to open the
400
R H Z
ery part of the hote:. The -panic on season at the Grand.
2 10 0
Chicago
the Wabash avenue side wee more
1 7 01
Louis
St.
pronounced than on the State street
ollt
04.iti HELP TO sNlt
Hegenhack & Wallace.
Batterien — Altrock, Smith and
side as that part of the hoteris not
A large nununer of the difficult acts
Sullivan; Petty and Spencer.
11.10113111 Officials alake Unique Di-fl re-proof.
seen with the modern circus are in
cover; Near Maine, Waele
The greatest loss through the fire danger of not being appreciated,- beCOKE FIEND.
ive: be sustained by the Shayne com- cause of the ease with which 'they
Seattle, Wash , Sept. 5.-ettee of
pany through the smoking of hun- are performed. One of the chief difhe most clever methods of smucEling
.U4SOC1.ATION TOBACCO WILL
Arouses Fire Department With Cry
dreds of valuable furs Mood there. ficulties that confront a manager of
'lk and opium into the United States,
BE OFFERED TOMORROW.
of Eire.
The lore to the Dunlap company will a big circus like the Carl Hegenbeck
declarations
rom British Columbia yet known
DisereditIng excited
also be large, while that to the hotel & Great Wallace combined shows, is
RE been discovered by customs.offe
ot a strange negro who appeared tinwill be comparatively small.
the scarcity of acrobatic equestrien- der the front windows of No. 4 fire
cern at Blaine, Wash,, on the interne1...1-4 of the 111416 Crop and Lively
The fire was wrung out by the de- nes.
onal boundary line. Trained does
Jones streets,'
station, Tenth and
Bidding Is Expected By
partment at 11:55 o'clock at which
The way to the pinnacle of lame shortly after 10 o'clock last night,'
ere used to oarry p,u the business
time e flambee of the guests returned
Buyers.
in a drone ring Is difficult and dis- Fireman Noah English ran to Twelfth!
nd the customs officers believe that
to their rooms. Some parts of the
couraging. Of the girls, who essay and Jones streets to find the negro'si
undreda of pounds of the contrahotel, however, were still filled with
the feats of a clever rider, not one in statements, as be suspected, the reand drug have been brought into
smoke and it was difficult for many
a thousand succeeds. And only one in sult of coke fancies. The negro I
Tobacco sales will be held tomort is country in that manner. As a reto reach their rooms.
a hundred ot those who succeed ever awalteXa firemen crying "flire." and,
sult of the discovery by the officers, row afternoon at the' sales room of
Among the guests of the hotel who
Promin9t in when asked where it was, stated!
homes Smith is In custody awaiting i the Planters' Protective association were forced from titter rooms by the attains prominence.
on Broadway. This sale will clear out
the coterie of equestrien celebrities Twelfth and Jones streets. Being I
la) on.a charge of smuggling.
smoke was General Coxey, leader o:
The first inkling that dogs were'the last of the 1906 crop, and be- the famous "Corey's Army," whose with the Hegenbeck & Wallace circus only a short distance, the firemen'
seed for smuggling came a few days tween 75 and 100 hogsheads will be apartments were on the fourth floor. is Millie Ginuett. In point ot
did not take out the hose wagon, teegrace, dash and daring agility, her ing no light or indications of a fire.
wo when Officer Lane of the Belling- offered the buyers. All of the tobarco
riding simply defies all description. Patrolmen were notified of tne false
am station, shot a dog which he will be above the ordinary, as some
Nothing she does looks difficult nor alarm but failed to catch the negro
•aw running through the thick timber_ good leaf has been held.
ttiiTlnirTlaprfea.-.
With the 1906 crop closed out the
appears, indeed to reitifire effort. She
ter Blaine. The canine was loaded
is secure and as much at home in her The best appreciation of any truth
own with a leather saddle In which association will begin active work In
position on the heaving, bounding is its application.
ere found three pounds of opium getting in this year's tobacco. Farmers are pledgtng their crops to the
back of a galloping horse. as a society
rid a package of silk. Where the
belle on a ball room floor. The clever
og came from and where be was association, and the officers look forAN OLD SAYING.
ward to a better year next summer.
ness of Miss Ginnett deceivek the pub--plug are mysteries which the oldMr. A. N. Yea:, salesman for the
Any Showing How Cause. and Effect Are
lic and makes it look easy.
- rs at once began to ferret out.
association in this city, wi:: conduct
spectator who attempts to imitate
The officers took a coon dog with
Never Far Removed.
and it is anticipated a large reprethe work of this celebrity, will soon
'cm to the boundary-line where the
sentative of buyers will be present.
have such a delusion dispelled from
It is an old shying "Where there's
rst canine was seen. For three days
his mind. The-same thing may be honey there's bees"—not less trtze
before another dog
they waited
-Why Women Love Power.
said of all the perforrneis with the is one which science has coined more
came along with a pack saddle on its
I
have just learned the secret of
Carl Hegenbeck g— Wallace circus. recently, "Where there's Dandruff
mire This time there were three
Every act is so cleverly, c,arefully there's gereas"—and--to push the inlogs loaded down with the drug. The the Anglo-Saxon womates love of
and qutekty executed, that the danger ference still further we may truly
• en let them pass, and then, with power. She inherited it from her
of the act is not apparent, and this say "Where there's Dandruff cured
he aid of the coon dog, they traced first ancestors— or at least that's the
feet overcomes the sensational ten- Newbro's -Herpicide has been at
;hem to an old shack near Blaine. way the legend runs, which is as for
dency which is distasteful to many work."
,
the officers afterward arrested Smith lows: One of the kings of ancient
She You knr.v., Mr. Jones. I dran's
Greece had fifty sons. (Oh! That he
The reason of Herpicids's isolation
The only fault with the Earl Reg•.n the charge of smuggling.
elietake once..
enbeck and Great Wallace combined as a genuine cure for Dandruff lies
The leather saddles were fashioned had lived in the days of Roosevelt!) eome p eson by
lIe—By Jove! 'Didn't It kill you?-- shows is
that it has too much going in the fact that it attaeks and deafter those used by the hospital dogs These fifty lusty boys were given in
Taller.
on at the same time, but the arrange- stroys the root of the whole trouble
the Austrian army. It is a mystery marriage to. fifty girl cousins, daughment of the apparatus, paraphernalia —a parasitic germ which feeds ulnae
ow the smugglers obtained the sad- ters of their father's brother. King of
Japanese Monroe Doctrine.
the material which nourishes the hair
dles, but it is likely the confederates Egypt. Now, these innocent and
Washington, Sept. 5.—Perhaps the and seats, is such that every one can
,,f the man in jail were well versed trusting women soon conspired to feverish activity in the naval and mil- see a great deal more, and get more follicle.
Other so-called remedies are not
slay their husbands that they (the
the training of dogs,
itary circles In Japan may hot be due satisfaction out of its performance
nerected at this true cause of the diswives) might become queens in their
show.
than
ordinary
ot
of
the
to plans for wqr with the °United
This immense circus will exhibit in ease.
Slittens— When
would
you say own rights. But the plot was dis- States, after all. A prominent army
Accept no substitute, there Is
covered
and
the
wives
were
set
Paducah,
Monday, September Id.
tat a man reaches the age of disofficer expresses the opinion that Janone
adrift
In
the open ocean. After a
cretion?
pan is permitting her people to make
Sold by leading druggists. Two
ttbey landed on what is now
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
tynicus-- When he realizes that
chow of hostility against this country
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE- sizes, 50c and 31.00. Send fOc Is
the island of Great Britain. Here
e Is too old to marry.— Philadelwith which the Japanese gosernment
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma- stamps for sample to The Herpleide
they established A new race, fathered
bia Record.
is well known to be on excellent laria and builds up the system. For Co., Detroit, Mich.
by "dark brooding spfrits'-' from the
terms, for the well considered pur- grown people and children, 50c.
5
W. B. McPherson, Special Agent.
"How do you tell mushroom; from sky, and the people of this race were pose of distracting attention from
known' as the Aborigines of the istoadetools?"
her intention of forcing recognition ROOSEVELT WILL LEAVE
"By -the obituary -notices in the pa- land. And this is why the descend- of her Asiatic "Monroe doctrine:"
HOME SEPT.
..ra next
day."-- Cleveland ,Plain ants of those old Grecian women, residing In England and America, are
rake
Proof: Lazarus—"I Am unable tt
Oyster Bay, Sept. 5.—President
the real heads of the family in b0
find work. For the love of God give Roosevelt announced today that he
many instances. They are truly me a few coppers." Deves—"Get oat!
Fee gun -.vent wee for restate.
had advanced the date of his depart"born to rele."---Nautilus.
Yon told me that same story ten ureefrOm Oyster Bay from September
years ago." Ditzarns—"But yteq see, 29 to 25. The original plan was for
Quickly Wed Again.
sir, That only shows bow hard It Is tr, the president to proceed directly to
Divorced at noon and married in get work these days!"--Fliegende Canton, Ohio, to participate in the
- 7
the evening is the unusual record of Blaetter.,
ceremonies attending the unveiling
Mrs, Mary L. Bros-sman, of Robesonia
t n properly, accuratel- and
of the national trionunaent to thec late
Mrs..Brossman was married to ThomThe meteorites which hurl them- President McKinley.
promptly till prescriptions. We
as S. Brossman several years ago, selves at this silbere add about 1,000
use the greatest care in faf doing
and our prescription department
and obtained a divorce yesterday on Ions to its weight every thsee years.
(101 Service. Examinations.
methods are designed to this
the charge of desertion. In the eveFollowing are exatninations orderend after much study and exning she became the bride of Oscar F. •• The Evening Bus--10e.•week. 4 ed by the U. S. civil service commisperience.
Direct from New York
Long. also residing at 'Robesonia. The
sion for this district: Record and
Rev. Thomas II. Leinbach perfornied
Hippodrome.
The quality of our drugs and
identification clerk, U. S. penitenthe ceremony. The groom was dichemicals Is of the very highest
tiary service, October 2; acting asvorced from his wife some years ago
and their freshness and effectsistant surgeon, ptibtic health and
--Philadelphia Public Ledger.
iveness the best. We appreciate
marine hospital service, September
the importance of even the
-11; marine engineer, blacksmith and
smallest details and
guard
Gott's Wolf Goei
horse shoer, blacksmith and wheel.111.KOH V
against any imperfections.
A pet wolf belonging to Colonel S
wright, October 5.
OSIZ ROA (1411V1111
13. Gott, the restaurant man, went
*NOILVIVA HAM NO
Bring Us Tsar
'mad gesterday and slipping its colMiss Smith-- I see that the legit:lar ran into the street snapping at
The most popular form of
leture has protscri a law l•rotilniting
LIOA OS .1,1016
wearing stuffed
everything in sight. Mr- Rhea Trotfrom
the
women
amusement in Amen Kati MIL RAVI'
ier, chef in the restaurant, killed the
birds or feathers on their bats. Aunt
es today.
wolf With a p:etol. The wolf was
Maria-- Ti ain't faTr. I've heard of
rent to Coloael_Gnateeriore than a
er le the men in the cities wear swatyear ago by a friend in Marshal, TexIlOw-tall coats. end they never say a
t
as, and was of Mexican specie*.
nrat apInst it'—Bohemian.
•

at Chicago

Great

It's "High Time" to Get the
Children Their

SCHOOL SHOES
-

Wallace !*10,

We're very busy. now selling
School Shoes.i, School opens
next-Monday. Nre your children shod for the vigorous
wear they will give their shoes?
There's no question about
-where to go for Children's
School Shoes. We are unquestionably headquarters on
Shoes for boys, girls and babies.

Shows 41-11.

Combined

Trainted Animals, Circus and Menagerie, of
Unprecedented Excellence
The World's Fair Domintsting Feature

INIMITABLE WILD BEAST EXPOSIIION!
GREAT GROUP OF POLAR BEARS
BENGAL TIGER i

INDIA ELEPHANT

:ItTbk, FEROCIOUS LEOPARD EQUESTRIAN SNOW-WHITE STEED

as
Dapple Grey Horses, Chariots, Cages,etc.
Reserved seats at McPherson's Drug Store.

100 HOGSHEADS

summEn

THEKENTUCKY
'Three Nights

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
5th, 6th, 7th

IT'S OUR WORK

We particularly cell your attention to our School Special
This shoe runs from S54, 11, 11'4, 2-vici
tip-both lace and

$1.50.
patent

at

$1.50

Our Boys' Calf School Shoes are unequaled for
soles will stand rough usage-the
price is

wear—the

2.00

Lendler ec Lydon
309 Broad NV ay
We Do Repairing.

"The Place to 1-buy tMloets"

Phone 67gMail Orders Filled.

-

FOR- RENT'
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and #ird
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

.AMERICAN-fiERMAN NATIONAL BANK
maimonamiumommane-

Why Not Install a

Porch Light
4.

And brighten the
welcome of your
guests? The cost
is small. ; .°

SATURDAY MATINEE
The Great

SANTELL
An All Star Cast
Advanced Vaudeville Company.

10 Big Star Acts-10

Prescription.

McPHERSON'SDrug:Store.

•

Special Hot Weather Pricts:
10c, 20c, 30c. at

T

Paducah Light&
t Power Co.

'

'

THURSDAY, SEPTUNISER 3.

ME PADUCAH I.VP,Nitgll SUM

PAGE THREE
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AMERICANS

IHIGH CLASS
CRIMINOLOGISTS
FOREIGN FAMILIES

end in Gicat ‘‘y lee diseet
'5

this

TOWN MARSHALL

the first one took place, at
Mang of the week,. the dieMgt AVM up with amateur detectWEN FIRST VLtOR
AT HAGUE
reursTiNer
NiEETING 1y.. bogus-to secure the reward of ON TRIAL FOR Mt HOER A'I
114/1.1)
CONnettENCE.
AeloNG THEMSEIA ES.
FULTON.
$250 Offered for the apprehension of
the criminal, During this time the
Are Only Ones Sought by liiicriminal lay low, but now the coastis relatively clear again he perpeForce Shall Ile l'stel No Loug4 by
seseitea
I:feign-ie.
iii
Ittemukable
migration Association.
Two Days of Cowes Time Taken II
trates fresh outrages. Doyle's attenNations to Coliect International
Mining Commuluty iii Starin Effort to Secure
tion
ben
has
called to the complaint
teatime.
fordeithe.
Jury.
made by the Staffordshire police that
Secretary Coons, Contradicts Mils-they have not been mad* acquainted
apprehension That Foreign Rifwit his theterles regarding be criminal.
Ref Will Be Biought Here.
The Hague, Sept. 5.- Tie- firet real •
London, Sept. 5.--To the sentient's Sir Arthur was requesteljo wrAe to
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 5.- The pat
teeneele crop of congresses of Ewer- the chief. constable and rye hint all two days of the
victory for the American delegation
Fulton circuit court
at the peace conference was.
Pacilicists. Zionists and BO- the information in his power and has been taken up with selecting a
, wen to
day. After a gallant catnealen Gen.
.tri.,};(„rui). realists and steel are now added the name the suspect.
jury in the Toni Picket murder case.
Ntla
LAIK)11
IS
Porter secured acceptance by comimplomptu congress of criminologists
Out of 33 men Tnesday only one juror
gatheted in a wining village of Stafmittee of the, proposal that force
wail accepted, and out of 50 men yesfordshire, England, These students
shall not be Used to aid in the collecterday only eight jurors were accepttion of unjust Munn eatinls. The ,"There eetens to be a great Betsey-, of proctology are headed by Oonau
ed. Tom Picket while acting as speSwiss delegation alone stood out prehension in regard to the immigra- Doyle and are drawn there ey a succial marshal at Hickman during the
tion movement in western Kentucky. cession of atrocitee, which for sensaagainst the proposition,.
holidays, hit, Ed Newton a fatal blow
Finis Fielde, foreman of the Prince with his elub lu a
General Porter is reliciving con, Some of tire feruiers have tlep errone- tional Mystification ean be compared
pool room in Hickly to "Jack the Ripper" murders. tun Denote CentraL a recking crew, Man last Christunts Eve night while
grarulationii esti' all sides. Alieort ous Idea that it is the intention of
unanimous acceptemee In the full *eli- the aesoclathen to bring in the "un- The present Meta-nee of crime is cat- Is in Paducedi today on busineee. He attempting to arrest him, and the
sion must follow the vote taken to- lesirable citizen," or the riff-raff tle maiming, but the circumstances states that it is et;ii hard to secure young man died a -few hours later
front abroad. while others seem to are such that the press are' treating a suitable resid.'mtc, at Primeston for
day in committee.
from the effects of the blow. At the
This I-ems:Yea from the war area think that the association's work it in vastly greater detail than if it the wrecking crew.
time of the killing great excitement
Mr. Fred Flanagan, the well known prevailed over the affair and has
most of' the questions likely to in- 'will effect labor conditions". remark- were a human murder story. The
ed Secretary D. W. Coons this morn. exteitordianry crime extends as far Illinois Central mitellinist, will leave
volve E.trope and Alfieri-m..1n
been talked of ever since, many exbat k as 1903, when the- neighborhood tonight for his home In Omaha, Neb
The victory also brightens the pros- ing.
pressing opinion&
"Nothing toted be more absurd. about Wyerly was shocked by a suc- He. has been ill of fever and will repect Tor ail\ the American proposals.
secure
rie associetion is striving to
cession of cases where valuable main off duty about one month or TAKES OUT
FREAK LIFE POLICY
high-class. self-supporting German- horses and cows were,etabbed always until he is entirely. well.
t411110tOr M I telt ships.
enAusirlan
families, who desire to
in the same manner and always at
One-half the local Illinois Central isiermer tiveure for Ten Children--All
Criticitun is made of the design
Names Begin With "R."
which Seuiptor A. Merck', Of Paris, gage In terming track gardening and night. and always,. apparently. with depot platform will be }Wished this;
Bricklayers are busy today
is making for the Francis Scott Key fruit raising. A number of opportu- the same instrument. Despite offers week.
locate or of revhird and reinfarcentents the laying the
Petersburg. Ind., Sept. 5.--A rec
west side, sad reiw that
moauntent, which is to be erected. nities have come up to
brine In undesirabie people, and plain clothes police were unable to all fillers are
in and cinders,and sand ord In the way of the number of benfos its historical inaccuracy.
they have been rejected, and under catch rt4ey one red handed.
has been spread, the work can Pro- eficiaries named in a life insurance
The idea of the seulptor was evino circumstances will the assmeation
policy- was made today when Emory
Voting MAU Is Convicted.
gress with mote rapidity.
dently to repreeent Key when he was
encourage or assist in locating any
W. W. Shoffner, night watehman in Willis. a farmer living four miles
looking anxiously from down the
Young Edaiji was convicted on cirfamily in western Kentucky, except
Patapevo river to see whether the
he had the local- Illinois Central shot* and west of here, took out a policy in facumstantial evideuce that
those who come under the abOve
star-spangled banner was still floatbees near a field the night when a shop yards, has reeignedeind gone to vor of hie ten children, all of whose
heed, of desirable high class Gering over Fort McHenry after a ter
pony, was stabbed. He was sen- work on night duty as hostler in the names begin with "R." and were remans, Austrians, or.the best class of
round house. He has been suceeeded corded as follows: Rezeen, Rufus.
rifle all-night bombardment, _but an
tenced tes prison.
titizens from the northwestern part
Ruth, Russia. Roso, Robert, Reese
error is made In representing Key ate
The outreges continued after his by Mr. R. E Vance.
of Hee country, many of whom are
welt, Ralph, Righteous and Roxey.
the pros of an English warship.
Traffic
in
lose!
shop
alletion
by
his
IllinoisCeutral
seri:lug homes in a inure desirable conviction and the
Acordingeo the utoet authentic ac- cientate than they find up north.
y A. Conan yards was blocked this morning front
lawyers caused inquir
The Wishing Habit.
count of the famous Incident of thel "Tae
details of this work will be Doyle and others. This resulted in 7 Orlock- until nearly noon by two
The evil of wishing is that it genwriting of the natioaal anthem, fully explained
at the convention and kis release after serving a three overturped box cars. While a yard eralie stops the doing. If I say to
which is given in a letter by tWet all men, whether termer, business years' term. No compensation was engine switched them, a frog became
you today, "I wish I had more to ofJustice Roger B. Taney, who was man, mechanic oe laborer, will be paid by the government, however, it defective, one we- taking one track
fer you in this article," I have stop'Key's brother-in-law, Kt4 was on made to see clearly that the Immigra- holding he was !me:kilted -In the and the second another. They turned
ped my progress toward writing you
board a little Baltimore boat on whist tion- association proposes , only that .-alielieneets letter writing which w
over and one leaded with croesties
a better article next time. I have
way
as Is well known, he had gone down which
that
the
a
feature
of
case
and
in
was completely *reeked. The second
means. If successful.. the
made my iletie apopogy, I feel that I
punishment upon car was loaded with straw and was
the bay to try to secure theThearre benefit of all-people in this section of helped to bring
ant quits with the cosmos and have
of Docter Beane. of elesper Marlboro. the country and an injury to no one." himself.
damaged but slightly.
not ouly done well. but I have stated
This week he Is living in Yarwho bad been capterrhe the British.
r Wickliffe I/climates.
Ida W11411Dus, colored, who is serv- that I wish I could do better. In
mouth,
DM
from
•
miles
the
away
intendine
an
!uAs the British were
Mayor H. Bertging, of Wickliffe,
ing a 2,t day jail sentence for sleep- training children you will find it saltast- upon Baltimore, they detained Ky.. has 'appointed a substantial scene of the stabbing, but in the ing in a box car, hears the distincutary, and not at all impossible to
Mr. Key and those with hint on a number of delegates to the Immigra- same field where the previous maim- elon of being the first woman arrest
make It a rule that they- should drop
British frigate, but on the day before tion and Good Roads Convention and ing occured two valuable horses were ed In the local yards for this offense
the words "I wish" out of their vothe
stabbed
hours
in
of
Weddark
the bombardment placed them on premises a large and
enthusiastic
during the nine years' service:of Spe- -abulary. All helpless things do too
their own little boat with a guard-- de.egation from Wickliffe. They are nesday morning and this morning cial Policeman Di,•k Tolbert. Tolmuch wishing of this sort. The oaly
Philadelphia Pubite Ledger.
greatly Interested an interurbaa lines another was stabbed in Walsall.
bert wile coming on duty when he kind of wishing that is worth
einiThis has brought the asoembled
and immigration in that section of
heard spores. They came from a thing is externalized or expressed
criminologists
highest
pitch
to
of
the
the country and will encourage all
He Revised It.
box car Ode tracked near Tennessee whiltelege-in short. doing.
excitement. Conan Doyle declares he
street on the Louisville lead. An in"Your story
merit," the efforts the association is making.
poseeeees
If a wan is filled with what we call
knows who the young Miscreant is
Wort Is Explained.
revealed
vestigation
the
woman sin, the short cut for him is to ex ,
rote the kindly magazine editor in
The irnmigraCon and Good Roads and that he Is a monomaniac, but the sleeping soundly on the hard floor, a
returning a manuscript to a strugpress it. Only thus clan he test and
association are today Mailing out police rather resent Doyle's Interven- beer can
under her head. Indications know whether he wishes to be an evilgling -young author • of Washington,
over 1.001) pieces of Mall matter in tion on another theory that the vat- are that
she was overcome by the doer. He may never learn in tbi
but you have embellished it with too
fererence to the convention to be held tle mainter is a species of Jekyll and
reinuinne before she reached home. life the beauty of keeping with Use
much description, atmosphere and
September 6th and 27th, and this Hyde and that he l one of the reother irrelevant matter. What we
law and traveling the up-elope of the
-work will be followed up as rapille spected residents of the neighborhood
want is a story setting out the stneele
ol'STER
B.ASE
RUMOR,
FAMINE
A
circle:
and his bef
reed to accept
It
is claimed Wei man is a prosperas matter can be prepared, so ,that
facts-- facts, just plain facts. If you
your opinion o
old not help
there will be little excuse for all men ous citizen who ,n maniacal moments
Government Officiate Declare There le his soul, though in the matter of over
will revise your story according. to
to not clearly dnderetand the objects destroys cattle in a particuaer way.
No Danger This Year.
our idea, we will be glad to pay you
te as all recognize its necessity as
of the convention, and that they are always stabbing them with a long
$25 for it."
Washington,
Sept. 6.-There is no a protection for society.
*harp
knife.
invited and urged to attend same as
A- few days later the editor got the delegares
occasion for those of the delicate
I have a friend who is ansextremest
George Silas surd Doyle Agree.
and ee-operate in trying to
following from the struggling young
Sims, known as a (writer of crimi- palate to grow apprehensive over re- in this matter and who horrified a sodo good.
tuthor,of Washington:
nal cases, agrees with Doyle that mu ports now in circulation of an oyster data' breakfast table of persons by
"Herewith revised
story, Please
young madman is the • perpetrator. famine. At the bureau of fisheries announcing that if a man felt homoBREATHITT IN I't LIA)WAY.
:send cheek by return mall, as I need
and his manie is a sort of blood lust the °threes do not credit the rumors chial .she thought the sooner he went
the money." And thia wee the story Will Speak at Murray Septet'thee confined to animals. Like all mad- While they have at present no means and killed somebody and got that
•
ee rewritten:
20th.
men, says Sims. he has periocts of to measure definitely the oyster crop nutty tnurder out of his heart and
was
"Jonas loved -Eliza, but he
that will be harvested during the into his acts, the better off he would
rray, KA, Sept. 5.- Judge activity and of quiescence.
poor and wealthy papa kicked,. Jonas James Breathitt. Republican nominee
Like a ''ripper." this man always next six months, they do not look for be. Society cannot exactly permit
went ihte Wall street and made a for attorney general. will speak here kills with
identical circumstances. a famine or a greater shortage than him to externalize for the good of his
million, bankrupting papa Then Eliza September 20. Judge Breathitt is The most amaziag theory of all has marked recent years. The com- own soul to that extent. Yet FLA a
went (Meng. fell off a leg into the very popular in Calloway county, comes from a gentleman who arrived mission is working hard to prevent man, when he stood upon the gallows
mill pond and Jonas fished her out. having served as draft judge in this from a long distance. He declares the extinction of the oyster.
with the rope-around his beck, would
Papa relented and borrowed a hun- district an,d In his lard race for the he has studied the ease exhaustively
tx. nearer perfection than the same
dred thcemand from .lonas. Marriage" poeition against Thomas It. Cook, a and knows the culprit is 'a controlled
Going After
man with his tendencies thwarted,
Detective T. J Moore has gone to acting as Sunday school superintondash ington Post.
home man he cut down the big Demo- ape." acting under the hypnotic incratic majority in the county less fluence of somebody in Birmlbghane St. Louie after Pete Caldwell colored, ent.-Nautilus.
The preacher who really feeds his than half. His friends here expect It is notable that Meiji gets little wanted here for housebreaking. The
corgregation will have no trouble in him to carry tin old time vote for sympathy from Staffordshire vil- requisition papers arrived
He-.-- "-So you persist in breaking
in
St.
filliug his church.
Louis yesterday.
off the engagement?" She-- "Most
the entire ticket at the coming elec- lagers.
More Outrageous in Stalf.otisitire.
decidedly. What do you take me
tion.
The best care for a destroying love
Great excitement extended throughA bird's wing is.'in proportime
for?'" He---"Oh. about 40. Bette'
the world is the divine love of the The lofty work often fees to -the out Staffordshire today by another Its owner', we:get, eo eine, as strong think it over: it may be your last
maiming outrage. this making the as a mans arm.
wly ilt spirit.
orld,
chance."- Harper's Weelree
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ntls. hometoitelt:can you teach yoA eftialien a
Settek tes'zon than to (ove a nice
home?
home does so mueh la us that
toe shou(d dosomethinf
the
home.
just co, su'le as two and to
makes 10(41 ij you need Minis
the house you
Suy them p,ens.
ytt-it come to o- stolte.
u-jr
ask you't l*tiends oho deal' with
us how oe heat Mem. ohatevelt
you need d'o't the home) eopote, (et
us shoo- it to you.

ode

What Do They Mean by the
Expression Vneral Appearance?
"Genera: appeerance" is a broad
term, but in the sense employed in
the horse show program. some wit
has declared it is synonymous with
the word lady. At any rate, anybody
knows that in sizing up the "general
appearance" of an outfit on the
street, a good Judge will allow the
lady in the rig to cut conelderable
figure in his estimate of its appearance.
This is apropos of two special features in the horse show this season.
Prizes are offered for the best turnout for a lady and the best two seated carriage
. outfit, the horse and
equipment to count for e0 per cent
and "general appearance" eo per
cent. Now, after the horse and equipment are specifically mentioned,what
is there left for "general appearante" but the fair driver?'
Combination horses, the class that
forms a large part of the fancy stock
in th;- eetion, will be recognized In

a substantial manner at the show.
September 24, 25, 26. and 27, as le
is the purpose of the directors to encourage the breeding and owning ce
fine aninffile.
PLAY WAR IS DEADLY AS REAL.
An/di-inn Troops Suffer Severely trots
Mantling in Hot Weather.
Vienna. Sept. 5.- The long list of
casualties among the troops engage*
in the yearly army maneuvers, now is
progress In the neighborhood of
Wiener-Neustadt, has aroused widespread public indignation and concern. Ten deaths from exhaustier
already have been reported, and hundreds of men- have been prostrated.
In the Twenty-fifth regiment of infantry alone 15e prordrations have
been reported. The overworking tit
the troops in the excessive • a' is
respensible.

AMMO

TOMORROW IS HARBOUR'S 3Ist FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
Specials and stock clearances combine to make vigorous bargains
for tomorroiv for the benefit of your pocket. Be here.
•

see

1

DRESS GOOD REMNANTS.
54c qualities sacrificed at 23e,
$1.0e qualities sacrificed at elec.
75c qualities sacrificed at 37%c.
AUTV.MX DRESS GOODS.
Bargains at 24c, 34e, 49e, 59c, 69c,
79c, Sec 99C.
e.
_MUMMER WASH STUFFS.
Assorted lots bunched tomorrow
at Le a yard, made to sell from ley
to 15c a yard.
C(gTTON' BEI) illaNKETS.
Worth $1.ee, tomorrow. Friday,
99c n pair.

WOOL RED BLANKETS.
Gray mixed worth $4,110. tomorrow,
Friday, $2.95,
COTTON BATTING.
Good quilt cotton. special toniortow, Freley, per roll, Sc.
OUTING PIANNELS.
ltic values on sale tomorrow, Friday, at 7c.
WOM !CM SUIT DEPARTMENT.
New fall style Coat Suits on mille
tomorrow, Friday, at $.1 90 to $10.00
has than regular pikes.
'Regular prices $10.00 to $35'.00.

tomorrow, Friday, prices $7 30 to
$21.00.
1411.4 PETTICOATS.
A sample line worth $8...10 to $9.00.
•choice tofnorrow, Friday, $5.00 each.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
„

Three lots on sale at $3.50, $4.75
and $5.60*, worth from $5.0-0 to Wen.
FRIDAY CLOTHING BULIAMIN.
Boys' 7ec Knee Pants e9c.
Boys' Fall,Sults. ages 4 to it, tomorrow, Friday, at $1.00 to $1.50

Boys' Velvet Suits, ages 4 to 6
years, brown and black. $5 values
tomorrow, Friday, $3.00.
Great stock of Men's new Fall
Sults now read at $5.00 to $25.00 a
suit. Money saved by coming here
to inspect them.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SHOE
BULLETIN.
$1.25 School Shoes Friday and Saturday,. per pair $11,15.
$1..50 School Shoes Friday and See
urday, ptsr pair $1-35.
Little Gente'lleges 9 Pi II $1.35

Shoes, Friday and Saturday. per pair
$I 25.
$1,S) Little Gents' Shoes Friday
and Saturday per pair $1.35.
Youths' Shoes blies 13 to 2. Stet)
values. leiiday and Saturday, per
pair $1.35.
e Boys' Shoes sues 2% to 5% $1.75
values. Friday and Saturday per pair
GROCERY BULLETIN.
20 Ills Light Brown, Sngar ... $1.00
100 lb lots best granulated
Sugar

Harbour's Department Store 01 0

e bags fine Table Salt for
Steeet Chocolate

10c
lec

24 lb bag Flour

65c

3 packages Rolled Oats

25c

packagee Toasted Corn Flakes 22c
Roasted Coffees tomorrow 10e 124c
and 23c per Round
2 Cant; Columbia Red Salmon
I-ells keg Soda

25c

15e (,al Oil. per gleam

-12C

3 boxes Serirch Light Meches

toe
10c

North Third Street
:JUST OFF BROADWAY'
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eceks tii advance, nor the further table benefit, not
only to the officers
fact that the court of appeals went so of the ;the, but to
the department
eer1NNOON AND WIttALY
far as to settle the rights of parties, and the naval board
of strategy at
place the authority in the gover- Washington. Reports
and data will
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. and
nor's hauds to make appointments to be submitted
by the fleet that will put
ieseeeron %TED
all the offices declared vacant. We the board in possess
3' at. FISHER. Presid
ion of'fats out
U. J. PAXTON, General Manager at.
are interested only In how well the which to base plans
for naval warlettered at the postofficts at Padaoste. govern
or performed this duty?
fare in the east. Taft is about to open
Ky.. as second class matter.
— —
There le bad blood between the the Philippine coal
mines That may A. E. Willson Opens
WilINICIIIPTION DATUM'
Their Eyes
governor and the Louisville politi- solve the serious
problem al fuel supTHE DAILY SUN
cians.
The
feud is so bitter,'there is ply, and no doubt steps will he
to True Conditions.
By carrier, per week
tawn at
By omit, per month In advance...
.36 no surcease from strife. On the other ken to properly fortify the archipelaue mail, per year, In advanc.s....81.60
hand, there is no personal III feeling go. In fact,
THE WEEKLY SUN
troops are being sent
Per year
y mall. postage pald..$1.00 existing between Auditor Hager and
there faster than most people think. On Vireahold of
Address THE SUN, Paducah, K.
Crowning of Mighty
any member of the Louisville crowd. and our forces
in the east in another
Office. 115 South Third.
Revolution in This Great
Phone 558 It is
even said that Hager would twelve months
may surprise citizens
State.
Payne a Young. Chicago and Nees have preferred
some other than Beck- of the states.
Tore, representatives.
ham for senator, but that is neither
•
THE SUN can be found at the followhere nor there. It is sufficient that
Why do they call it the "unwritten
ing places:
R. D. Clements A CO.,
the fight between Beckham and the law"? Law is a rule
of conduct, a MAKES SPEECH AT LONDON.
Van Cu1ln Bros.
loulsvifle crowd is without quarter; limitation of human freedo
Palmer House.
m. The
John Wilhelm.
while Hager is friendly to them, and "unwritten law." so called,
is always
how dire is his need of votes in pleaded as a justification
for breach
Loudon, Ky., Sept. 5.—"We are at
0-s.°G114k-1
Louisville. no one knows better than of the highest human
.
law, the law the thresh
<UNI014--R_ABEL>
old of the crowning of a
the candidate for governor.
of life. Stripped of fancy and catamighty revolution that will make Ken
When Governor Beckham appoint- logued with hot blood,
irresistible tucky
a Republican state."
ed Robert Bingham mayor of Louis, Impulse, temporary aberrat
ion, SelfTHURSD.1.1'. SEPTEMBER 5.
These were the words of encourage
ville, his man was - hailed
as the defense and the other excuses. would
merit and hope to a long suffering and
great deliverer, the knight of the lid, it lose its .sanction of
public conpatient people under seven years or
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
and the champion, who was to put &eerie.? "Judge
not. that Ye he not
tiemocratie mismanagement and misdown with a firm but just hand un- judged", is the higher law,
and he
rule, that Augustus E. Willson, ReAugust, too:.
righteousness in the Democratic par- who acts as judge, jury
and execupublican nominee for governor, held
ty. The state committee was to name tioner under the "unwritten
law" is
1
3SSO
16
out to over 2.000 Laurel county citi3904 a commission to take charge of the a murderer in
the sight of God and
2
35
17
zens this afternoon at the closepf an
3897 Democratic primary at which Bing- man, when he pleader
justification.
3
3.882
address In which he unsparingly ex19
3880 ham was to be a candidate. and John Should the prisoner admit
his guilt
b
3846
posed the chicanery and trickery of
20
3928 Vreeland was to be summarily ex- and plead extenuation
of circum6
3829
the Democratic ring at Frankfort, and
21
3917 pelled from the state committee. stances, every instinct of
humanity
7
3834
22
held up to the light of common sense
3e08 These reassurances from Frankfort would plead his cause and set
him
8
3837
and reason wine of Auditor Ilager'e
23
3933 made Bingham bold. He called Char free: but to plead In court that
a
9
384
24
3959 lie Grainger a liar. He dismisaed all man has a right to take the law into misinformation to the voters of tht.
10
3860
26
3932 the first class ward politicians from his'own hands, is adding falsehood to state, which the Democratic candi12
3830
date reed to a wearied audience at
27
3900 the polee force, he delved into the the graver crime.
13
3825
Lexington Saturday.
28
3914 Barth administration with such ruth14
3825
29
Declaring the action of Mr. Haee:
Ambassador Luke Wright says Ja3928 lessness, that that sensitive gentle15
3898
30
3940 Ain took his own life for very pan does not wish to fight. Of course in daring to declare that he we,
not. Nobody wishes to fight, If he can not grant a pardon to Caleb Powers
31
3886 shame.
Here ends the political career of get a hat he desires without fighting. In advance of a fair and impartial
Total
trial by a nonepartisan jury, and be- 1
104./07 Mr. Bingham. Somebody cut the
Average for August, 1e07 .... 3.885 wires into the state committee: He
Since it is being told about the fore the record was made, made him
rifirRs,
Average for August, 1906 .... 3,94e failed to get connection, when it was streets that it is the duty of the city an object of ridicule and scorn anetee
PeresanaIle appeared before me. time to make good his boast. Sud- solicitor to "appear for the city, and serious-thinking men, and that
this september 3, 1907, R. D. Mac- denly Owen Tyler, vice mayor during attend all cases in the circuit court question put to th_e Republican canMillen. Busimes Manager of The Sun, the Barth administration, and a re- and court of appeals," to excuse the didate touching on the same matter
who affirms the, the above statement repectable machine figure head, an- city attorney from
participatiing In was more worthy of a ward heeler or
of the circulatiori of The Sun for the nounced for mayor. John Vreeland the appealed Boyle cases, we quote cheap politician than one aspiring to
month of August. 1907, is true to the prepared to hold the primary, fixed at from section 3165, of the charter of the noble office of governor of Kena date in which Mr. Bingham had no second class cities: "The city attors
best of his knowledge and belief.
tuoky.
storehouse of J. E. Payne.
say.
Governor Beckham has not ney shall appear for the city
ifolloe
Bever!\
White, colored,
PETER PURYEAR,
in all
Arouses Great Interest.
i• Isaih Taylor, for robbing Will breach or the peace,
made tes political success by going cases in the police court and
dismissed, Will
proseMr. Willson roused his audience to
Notary Public.
ICrutchfield of $39.60.
back on his friends, but evidently cute or defend in behalf
Wright., George Gellman. Bob Malone
of the cite a high pitch of enthuelasne wItiell alMy corn mission expires January 22,
Bob Williams, for setting fire to and Jaime
Governor Beckham does not control all appeals from the decisio
Wig
Wilson, breach of the
n of the meat beret its bounds when Ile reiterKate Beasley'e house.
the state committee., and the voice of said court." Which means
peace, continued; Bailey _Watkins,
that the ated his statement of yesterday that
.
Will Harris, for -obtaining money colored
Bingham has changed to a plaintive city solicitor appears for
, flourishing and carrying a
the city in he would not allow himself to be
Daily Thought.
by
the sale of a coat and plate; taker, pistol,
refusal to enter the primary, because civil cases instituted for
Circuit
(entre
filed away; Jerry MeAlister.
or against dragged into the Goebel controversy
from James Rickman for 25 cents.
He teacheth me to be good that the same sort of 'tactics that brought the city in the circuit court
Judgment for $4.800. a debt
colored. breach of the peace, dismissand in his campaign for honest governSheltie Williams, for selling shoes
down the condemnation of the court court of appeals, while it
does Inc good.--Thompson.
bondholders, for which the bank is
ed;
is the duty ment, and that the majority of
Albert McReynolds, colored,
decent
which 'did not belong to him for
of appeals on Louisville Democracy of the city attorney to
trustee
breach of the peace, continued; E
look after all in
,
was
entered in the suit of
men isin
would
suppor
him
t
$1.25 claiming the shoes to be his
is to be resorted to in behalf of Owen cases arising in the police court,
the Citizens Savings bank against the
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Wyatt, obtaining board by fraud, filed
and
own property.
Tyler. Governor Beckham may ap- to continue to protect the
Hex
city's inManufa
away.
cturing company in /deAfter
the
meetin
wise
g
over
ht.nMinutes of the examining court in
For Governor—Augustus E. Will- point reform mayors in his discre- terest until prosecuted to a final dedrode of men showered congratula- chaniceburg, and an order for the the cases
tion but Hager and Hines control the termination.
of Babe Jacobs, chargiel
son, of LocieviIle.
sale
of
propert
y usade.
tions on the Republican leader for the
with larceny. and Henry Roof, charg
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H. state committee, and it couldn't be
Judgment in the case of Citizens eel
clean, business-like manner in which
Cox. of Mason County.
with breaking into a box car, wee
used to destroy the Louisville maMan) people are wondering, who
Saving
he
aMirme
s bank against Edward T. returned marked "dismi
d
his
previou
For
Attorney
declara
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General—James chine. Why? Perhaps, becaus
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will
be
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auditor
should
e HaTom Has,
Breathitt, of Christian county.
on-matters referred to by Mr. Hager Woolfoik for $4,5:00, a note, was enIn the case of C. E. Blacknall
ger needs the support of the Louis- rlson be elected mayor
For Auditor—Prank P. James, of ville
In his opening campaign addrese. On tered, and property ordered sold.
tgainst Mrs. Maggie Stephen, in
aggregation.
Mercer county.
Purchasers of teal estate in the ehich the plaintif
the way to this place front WilliamsContinued from Page One)
But Bingham Is not all in that un- BIDS ARE AsiKbal
f was given a judgFor Treasurer--Capt. Edwin Farburg this morning Mr. Willson was bankrupt sale of property of the late ment for $44.20
happy
situati
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Bullet,
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fuley, of McCracken county.
given an ovation on the train, citi- W. D. Melton, of Bandana, today appeal was taken
by the defendant to delegating to the mayor this power.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben sion reformer of the last campaign.
zens
of the county :siting •iith each Paid into the hands of F. G. Rudolph. circuit court
isn't included in the license ordinance
was appointed sheriff and he will
Auditor Kirkland today prepared
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
today.
_
which is invalid as a whole.
notiees informing!other to give him a hearty handshake trustee of the bankrupt, the remainFor Superintendent of Public In- hold the election. The old Louisville for publication
structioa—J. S. Ilrabbe,. of Boyd ward heelers will be working at the contractors that bide will be received and thank him for the splendid ad- der of purchase money due. Thi,
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makes about $3,00e in Rudolphe
county.
polls again in November. but they for the itnprovement of Twenty-sec- drent of yesterday.
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Tom,S
mith,
charged with breakFor Commastioner of Agriculture will not wear police unifor
Old-time Democrata eeclarfd that hands for distribution. Lien creditors
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the election, and
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do
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They
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James P. Smith
the case, and set September 16 the fro m the count), was adjudged an
Various other street and sidewalk and most effective political speech
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin scarcely steal the election in Louisordinance be amended, or "fixed
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up"
date
for
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Deeds.
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You are hereby notified that- all
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,................"' attaistince by Jap Toner, of the Char- this.
Let me tell you at any time of derly
preceiding such 15th day of
the local courts, and ousted by • the proper for that fleet to visit our
Septeme
conduc
t.
is..The.disorderie conity club today.
the
great
success I am having with
her.
court of appeals, uor ehall we tra-use UM"- iNesessions-in .the eget;
,
bet at
Ir.ITN&
i' Hannon was, d ra ing two half the treatment in Paducah7 I shall re. pct consisted of lounging about With
Prompt attention to this
discuss the face that thee
same time tuaaamess•-lo those
no
4IS
visible
"
will Wye
41 .
means
ya,lat0Afftat
of a iivelfhood Po'0 people you know well for
starved horse., amid in the wagesesaere
property owners additional
the court of appeals was bruited waterer. familiarity with distances
lices
wet.
Judge
Croat;
the
was
erideri
ce,
and
lenient
I OUTFITIERSTc VIENAND BOYS
who will teryou
, and
his wife and three email children
STEWART DICK, Atioessor,
oat the streets of leOuiseille and and directions and the beat use of
gave them few hours to leave
just what It has, done for them.
the:
town.
Whose faces.ere atifficient evidencel
Office, Boom 9, City
heel in the Courier-Journal two bases of supplies, i1i be of incalcuThey promised to go.
DR.
Hall.
0.
G.
FROAG
IC.
04101111esallrollikeell'ollusearmllusei
of their pitiable cot/AWOL ,
Approved:
516 Broldway, Upstairs, Phone 14011.
Other .414111011 were uninteresting and
D. A. Yelawr, Mayor.
•.,ottere AA*, e

WORDS OF CHEER
TO LAUREL FOLKS

Boys' School Clothes

We've made great provision in
School Clothes. We've been there
ourselves -and know exactly what
school boys require in clothes.
We've Sailor, Blouse, Reefer and
Norfolk Suits, made from handsome,
but durable fabrics, strongly sewed
and reinforced where the strain
comes. Couldn't do better if we
charged more.
We guarantee our School Suiti to
do all that can be expected of them,
and we find that they always do
more.

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway

DESBERGER'S

LE
AD
ER
dradmfolastfr,d

GRAN

IN THE COURTS

323

Broadway
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BOYLE CASE
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Have You Seen the

Scnool Suits
In Our Windows?. •

T

I
i
1
i

,

THURSDAY, smyrENIBER 5.

EVENING SUP.

Um,

?AGE FIVE
Agommilln

he has returned front a trlii in the
exposit ion. Dr. Hearer Is eudylue
in the hospftale.
Mr. Harry Jack, associate 5th Mr.
Claude Johnson, editor of tbe Journal of Labor, has gone to Mayfield to
get
out a special edition of the MoniDance for Thursday.
A dance will be given Thursday tor.
Mrs. Wynn Tully and- daughter Rains in the East and South
night at the Wallace park pavilion by
Sam Hughes and Fred. Gillium. Both and Miss May Owen have gone to
Save Crops.
the younger members of society as Malvern, Ark., to visit Mrs. Tour
Lyle,
well as the older will be in attends
Mr. L. V. Armentroute managing
ance. This Is expected to be one of
Has
1Ireatly
editor of The Suit. has temporarily CeininUed Dry Spell
the moat delightful dances of the
Caused Heavy Outage to
relinquished the desk, tied from now
summer.
Many Crops.
ungli November will travel over Kentucky covering the political situation
Family R4111114414.
'Mr. N. B. Sargent, of Little Cy- in the state for the Louisville. Herald
press, was the host to a family reun- and The Sun.
FRUIT
SUFFEHED
twAvILI".
H. W. Pleasant and •fattilly, of
ion today at his home. About 20
Paducah,.
passed through the city
members of his relatives were present
at dinner and all the delicacies were Tuesday en route home after a visit
in ()Moue- Fulton Leader.
Washington, D. C.. Sept. 5.-With
served.
Mrs. Emma Henry and daughter, the breaking of the drouth by. the'
Mrs. J. P. Kirkland. of Fulton, are rains of the last three days the most
M rs, George Taylor and little
visiting friends in the city.
serious condition that has confronted
daughter, Marie, were In the cley toMiss Fannie Watkins, the trained the farmers of the eastern and southy en route from Mayfield to their
nurse, has gone to Fulton to attend ern parts of the United States in
home in Marion.
sears has passed away.
Mrs. J. A. Collins.
Mr. Oscar Hank returned today
3 4
Mrs. John Haskell has returned
:The lack of rate at one time prom
**** ta ** from a business
trip in Mayfield.
home to Paducah after a vkit to her ised to be a very serious calamity.
eb
Sits.
Al
Hymarsch,
908
North
A Defense of Children.
de
father, B. F. Cloys.-Mastitil Mes- As it is it has entailed a loss to farmEighth street. returned today from a
*
senger,
ers, fruit growers and others of a
visit
to
Ethel
Mrs.
Robertsoo,
of
Ma)40 .14 ir0 41. .14 ;. 44 .1. .14 .14 .14 4S eh 40 * 44 0
Mrs. Joe Marro 'has returned to her great many million dollars. But for
field.
home at Mayfield after a visit to her the rain which began to sweep eastJoel
handler Harris has long
Miss Mantle Beynham returned to-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
sister, Mrs. J. R. Crossley.
ward on Monday night and fell i,•
SilWe probed the deep
appreciaion
day front Mayfield after a several
--Dr. foyer residence phone 4G4i
Mr. A. E. Stein has returned from copious showers throughout the en
and understanding of children, for, days' visit to friends and- relatives.
office 175.
a visit to relatives and friends in Mt. tire country from the Mississippi valMiss Maud Lemon arrived today
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% like the great Froebel, be has devotley to the Atlantic coast and front
ed his best epergies to that branch from Mayfield on her way to Madre. Carmel,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Mr. Robert Cuuningliant a ill leave Florida to the gulf, hundreds of
-City subscribers to the Daily of the human family. "Uncle Re- to visit friends,
tomorrow for Hopkinsville o n a visit. thousand* of men wouhrt have been
Sun who wish the delivery of their mus' •' efforts have been- concentrated
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Emery and Mr.
Mrs. J. W. Hail and Miss Nola practically ruined.
papers stopped must notify our col- In his
attentipts to entertain the little Sam Quisenberry returned today
lectors or make the requests direct
The droutb was one of the meis
Hail and Miss Lillian Davis have reones, and in the role of "The Farm- from Dyersburg, where letstrettegdinto The Sun office. No attention will
turned from a visit in Oakridge. Mo extensive and severe in re -cut yea
panted
the
body
er,"
and
'
attergded the
the creator of "Uncle Remus"
be paid to such orders when Cyr
was
Mrs. Julia Minskay and Mr. David It
particularly
disastros
discusses children at some length in burial of the late Mrs. Sam Quisinto carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Minskay. of Tu:ane, La.. are the throughout New England. New Yot,.
berry.
Uncle
Remus' Magazine tor Septem-We give you better carriage aid
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Retard Ros- Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
better service for the money than ber. He says:
Judge Herbert Carr. of Fulton, arMaryland, West Virginia. Virginia,
enthal, of North Ninth street.
is given by any transfer company in
"The farmer has a belief and rived in the city at noun for a short
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Pyle, of Salem, North Carolina,South Carolina, GeorAmerica. Fine carriages for epecial Mende to
it, that from the time chil- business trip.
are visiting Mrs.' Hseen Dnn
u. of gia, Alabama. Florida, - Tennessee
occasions on short notice; also eleIncerperatei
dren are fur years old until they
Master Jobe Eaker arrived this South Tiefeee geeteet.
Kentucky, M islnsi ppi,
Louisiana.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
die with old age, they are persistent- morning fr-Oin Itelleici on a visit to
-Finley & Fisher, veterinarians,
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Ogilvie and chil- Arkansas. Oklahoma and Texas.
in
miesinterpreted relatives in the city.
427 8. Third. Old phone 1345; new ly
The fruit crop of all the eastern
dren have returned to their home af•
and driven beet( upon theme-Ives by
Mr. John Parham
phone 351.
to ter visiting Messrs. Hume and John and southern states suffered eery
returned
• Is
, ky
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed the very ones who should make It the Cairo this morning after a short stay Ogilvie.
heavily and in numerous sections a
avenue. Good wages right party. J.
just receiver. Brum:eon's, 529 Broad- business of their lives to understand in the city.
Miss Irene NaKinney has returned complete failure was threatened. The
A. Rudy.
way.
every movement of their deiicate
Miss Ruby Mitchell left this morn- from visiting friends in Uneei city loss in the berry and small fruit crop
LOST-Medium size closed gold
-Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 4%15 bodies, every motion of their sensi- ing,for Cairo
and from there will go and Paris. Tenn.
*lone in' eastern states has been estiwads. Return to G. M. Dukes. 414
North Twelfth street, announces that tive features. every turn of their lit- to Abaringtme
mated
Va.. where She has
at
to
Millions of dollars, attriii
Mise Grace Stewart has gone
\dams street, and receive $2.60.
In future he may be reached by new tle heads, evert- gesture of their elo- accepted a position in
the Stonewall Memphis cal a visit to the family of teed to the- drouth. Pastures we
Phones 661 or 1500 instead of old quent hand. This is the Fartnerese Jackson Female institute.,Her
FOR BIEN"T-Five large unfurnSubserihers insertiog leant ads in
dried tip and forage for livestock 1,
broth My. Robert Turnbull,
phones 1161em or VS99.
Time Sun ell, kindly remember that ished rooms, modern conveniences,
belief, bared on long -observation and er. Mr. T. C. M tcheli will go to JackMee. A. W. Wright and Mrs. Lore gan to die from lack of moisture.
;
such items are to be paid for desirable location. 520 North Sixth.
-Place your orders ror weddirg experience. If be be wrong. let hint teen. Tenn., tomorrow and accompany Johnson left last
The first signs of the breaking off all
might on the steamahem the ad is intwrted, the. rale apinvitations at home. The Sun
Is be promptly led out to esevution: her to Virginia.
WANTED-Seseral
girls, good
er Clyde for the round trip up the the drouth came with netts on Au• without exce•pshowing as great an assortment as
plying to (eery
but if he be right, let the mothers,
Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Hugg and little Tenneesee river.
gust So and ::1 in Eastern Nebraelia.i
wages. Apply at New City Laundry,
tame. •
you will find anywhere. at prices
daughter, Caroline, of Twelfth and
116 Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ike k and lit• the northern part Of Illinois, Indiana'
much lower than You will have to the fathers, the sisters, brothers,
ROOMS for rent 313 Madison.
Monroe streets, left trIday for 1,0u:e- tie daughter left today for Baltimore, ands western Ohio, and portions . of
cousins
and
likewise
the
aunts,
rock
pay elsewhere.
FOR SALE-Iron and plate ease "
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
-e-Best and cheapest. We rent bug- their conoleuces to sleep te they can el:le and Central City on a visit to the Jamestown exposition amid other Texas.
front. Apply to City Bakery, 118
There se, ere
friends and relatives.
WANTED-Huvtling girl to work South Seetend, Frank Kirchoff.
scattered
cities in the east.
gies, carriages and horses sepitrately. -aud soft be their slumbers!
storms
Mr. John G. Miller, Sr., went to
"The children of literature Move
Both phones.100. Copeland's Stable,.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bradley have throughout the east on September 1 in restaurant, 217 Kentucky avenue.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for heatand the ittrouth began to be really
in ruts and grooves; they are pathet- Eddyville today on a business trip.
419 Jefferson street.
returned after a visit in Wingo.
ROOMS for rent 1218Clay.
ing stoves and refrigerators at FurnMr.
A.
broken
L. 'Ammeter left today for
on September 2, Labor day.
Misses Ethel and Ruth Creemens
--Mrs. Dorian's private school ically wooden and conventional: be
FOR SALE-Oraseel, sand and dirt iture Exchange 205 South Third
will open Monday. September 9. Cone sides being inteumanly droll, they Haze: on a short' visit to friends.
left last night on the Clyde for the The rain on that day fen on points of
Old phone 211-a.
street. New
one 901-a.
Mrs.
northern
George
Weikel, 1759 Monroe Tennessee river for the round trip.
Texas and extended to porplete literary and commercial courses are invested with a sentimental
BOYNVAN
TE6
=1-2
-At
111
FOR
SALE-All
kinds of cooking
Call or address 603 South Fourth pathos that seems to call loudly for street, left today for Evansville on a
Miss Helen Decker and Miss Susie tions of Missouri. Arkansas, LouisiSouth Third street.
and kindling wood; also country
pocket handkerchiefs and .raincoats. visit to relatives. Mr. Weikel went te Thompson left this morning for Kan- ana, Mississippi, Indian Territetry,
street. Old phone 1478.
Phone- 2328 Old
FOR RENTTwo furnished heating wood.
Clarksville, Tenn., on a business sas City for a month's visit.
Kentucky. Tennessee, Alabama:061e,
The big safe of the American Ex- In losing sight of the real and wholly
phone. W. C. Gipson.
Jefferson
rooms,
1049
street.
trip.
Notth
Carolina.
South Carolina, West
Mrs. Roy Mcielnuey will return topress company was recovered from human beauties and peaces of childMrs. A. W. Stewman and little son, day from Hickman and
.ANTED--Several good mandolin
Mayfield, Virginia. Virginia, Maryland, Dela- -MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-.-W-the wrecked betiding yesterday and hood, literature seems to have vioElmer, of Carbondale, Ill., were in where she has been vi.siting.
ware,- Pennsylvania, New Jersey and cles, 326-328 South Third street.
and guitar players.
W. E. A.. Sun.
lated
courteey
the
rules
of
and
hosremoved to temporary quarters unthe city today visiting friends.
WANTED-- A first class washwoFOR RENT-Five large unfurnMISS Mabel Weaks
has returned all of Now England.
der the Columbia building. The sage pitality that should apply to. those
Miss Mary Pursley, of Dyer. Tenn., home after a visit in HopkinsvIlle.
Conditions are said to indicate fur- man. Apply 420 North Fourth street. ished rooms, modern convenience*,
who are involuntary our guests. The
was not damaged In the least.
will arrive tomorrow and take charge
ther
rains throughout the east.
Mrs.
H.
A.
very
Hamby and Mrs. Levi
FOR heating said stovewood- ring desirable location, 520 North Eighth,
fact that they are here without
-School books and school book
of the stenographic department of the 1Firyen were this morning
437 F. Levin.
I LOST-Strayed or stolen: Half
called to
lists for every' grade now teady. C,ome their consent should call for better
Paducah Central college.
FOR RENT.
- FOR RENT-Apartment in -603 grown white, except around eyes, feGilbertsvIlle by the serious illness et
early and atold the oeening rush. R. treatment, for the little things are
Dr. and Mrs. I. C. Young, of Lone their sisters, Mrs.
Two cottages. 725 and 1727 Mon- North Sixth street. George Rewleigh. male bull terrier, long tail. trimmed
Ruby Humphries
the victims of cireunastanees: over
.13. Clements & Co.
Oak, are visiting relatives in Lewes. and Mrs. Kitty
roe
street, each four rooms, hall and
Dunn,
FOR Dkx
vvuUD, old ph-one ears. Reward. Phone 261. Henry
-The Hod Carriers' union are which they have no control.
Dr. Virgil Powell, of Livingston
Mrs. Ben Frohman. of Cadiz, is bathroom. $116.51e per month each. 2361.
Pulliam. 705 BroadwaY,
"Ail children whose neteres, have
making preparations to crown the
county, was the guest of Dr. and visiting her
One double cottage No. 1141 Kenmother, Mrs. Levi Bryen.
FOR SALA:II-Piano cheap. Apply I
Goddess of Labor September 24, at not been warped by mistreairneutLOST-Between Union station and
Mrs. A. R. Goodloe, of Little CSMr. C. H. Sherrill. the lumber tucky avenue, one side three rooms. to 123 N. Sixth. Old phone.'1751.
the Odd Fellow/I' Hall. Full Particu- which does not necessarily involve press.
Palmer House. A
brown tailored
merchant, wont
to
Memphis this bath and pantry, one side four rooms.
lars will be seen later on in The Sun. cruelty are shy and diffident. and that
WANTED-Press feeders on job jacket. Gray satin lining.
Black
Mrs. Victor H. Thomas. 320 North morning on business.
Each side $10 per month
Apply to
-The Ladles' Mite society of the those who seem to be boldest and the Sixth
ivelvet
buttons.
Broadway.
Reward
127-129
Apply
restern
for
press.
street, returned
Wiley from
Mrs. A. L. Joynes and niece, Miss Wm. Hughes or Padueth Banking Co.
Broadway Methodist church will meet moat outspoken are really the shyest
to this office.
Smithland, where she has been visit- Clara Belle Futhey, hayFOR RENT-Front room with or
returned
of
all,
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Keller,
and try to hide their diffidence ing friends.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neatMr. Thomas returned from an extended trip through
without board. Old phone 1949. 421
IISEA I. el EAT MARKET
the
behind the cloak of careletanessi."
Sixteenth street and Broadway.
ly
done. Satisfaction
yesterday morning.
guaranteed.
South
Sixth.
412 Itroaditay.
east.
Work called for and delivered. One
Miss Mlle Anderson returned to
To arrive. this ee-ening.
Miss Ella May Glees. of BinningFOR
-One
SALE
par
antique
oak
It's the eaelest thing in the world her home in Puts-ear, Tenn..
01 TWITTED HER PARENTS.
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
this hem. Ala., is visiting her sister. Mrs.
FISH
tor set. Apply to 1721 Madisoo
for a man to MIA up for his friends morning after--visiting Miss Florence
Ninth street, near Broedeay. Phous
James Estes.
Base and Large cropples. street. New phone-.e12.
Fine
Black
'a nung Loser Steels Vehicle 4S4441 Also -*hen they are present
462-a.
Anderson. 0.8 North Sixth street.
Mr. W. V. Eaton has returned front
___ •
.
- W. D. BROWN Concrete ContracBride,
Friends in the city have received a business trip to Greenville.
FOR SALE-New two-room house
eis e. R. Lander he in the -effy on toe. • Ornimental and
waterproof
Dr. H. H. Duley wilt return today post cards from Dr. R. E. Hearne
in Rowlandtown. Nice shaded lot
Mr. and Mrs. Jaime) Sirk, 820
week a ppecialty. Phone-0130.
bueiness trlp
Cairo. ill., Sept. '5.-In order that from Louisville.
announcing be is in New York. where Kentucky a‘enue are
the parents of
CLOTHES efeaped -a-iii- pressed. 30x169 feet. $30.4 cash. Other houses
he might steal, his sweetheart away
All work guaranteed. Solomon. The $500; terms $e0 cash and Seem a 14 pound boy baby bore-last night.
from her watchful parents. Edwin IrTailor, 113 South Third street. Phone monthly. Lots etereett feet. .1 W.
Mr. M. E. Gilbert is ill at hie home
vin, of this city stole horse and buggy
BRUTAL.
1016-a.
Slough, owner, 375 Malcolm' avenue:
1291 Salem avenue, of Malaria.
at a barbecue, near (Nero last night,
FOR SALE-Tents desirable for Memphis, Tenn.
Miss
Berths
Melton,
of Mayfield.
and with Miss Grace Parker, drove
campers' or fishers' outfit; eall ,at
is the guest of _Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
to Thebes and took a train for Cape
WANTED-For U. S. army: Ablemedicine show corner Eighth
and
Dunn. 1503 North Eleventh street.
bodied unmarried men between ages
Girardeau, !do., where they are supTen nemeses.
of 21 and 35; cithrns of the United
-Posed to have beeu married. Irvin
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sa-cf- States, of greed character and temPOSTAL CLEItliS WOULD
had known 111144 Parker only es few
elles - or repair at the Paducah Harness perate habits, who can speak, read
ELEVATE ASSISTANTS.
days, but his attentions toward her
and Saddle Co.. you are getting the and write English. Men wanted now
had been SO marked that when her
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
for service in Cuba. For enformatine
Indianapolis, hide Sept. 5.--, The
parents learned that_he was to attend
apply to Recruting Officer, New RichItelWARD
-headhigh
for
a
National association of post, office
the 'mimic and barbecue they forbade
se black mule, 16 hands high, sear on mond House, Paducah., Ky.
clerks.
adopted
today
several
resolither to attend. Irvin learned that she
FOR SALE-- Stock and
r:p front kick. Address A. 0. Gerard,
farm
Hone chief of which was the one sie-e
was at home iieveral miles distant.
close to Paducah: 200 acres: 40 acres
Holloway, Ky.
inanding
that
all
postmasters
and.
and decided to win her in spite of
FOR-TIENT--Two six room cot- in meadow. fine place for . raising
first assistants he placed in the els,
parental objection's. Accordingly he
tages 502 and 506 North Sevente chtckene cattle, garden truck, etc.
sifted-service, select4d remieville
took a horse and buggy beloOging to
street. All
modern conveatencee. Only -40-minute drive to market; One
the meeting place for next year's cot
Andrew Milton and drove to her
Furnished if desired. Phone 2368
wheels and churches in one-bait
vention and elected the following offi-1
home. When Mr .and• Mrs. Parker
mike_ ..good roadie, _ farm,. totem;
_AF_TKR_
rerer Edward -1e -Goitre. qf Chicago/
returned from the picnic they found
'an get Ham, Cheese, Beef, Pork. eprings. all conveniences. Cheap for
president; T. L. Ladd, of Muskogee,
a note from their daughter telling
Mutton, Veal and Hamburger sand- cash. 42S Broadway or phone 934:J
School opens September 9.
I. T., vie e president; George F.1
them that she had decided to elope
wiches at 111 1-2 South Third street. .1 Sandemon. Lone Oak. Ky.
Pfeiffer, of Milwaukee, secretary and
Our Suits for boys are
with Irvin. Not until today was it
FOR SALE-Gas-range, lawn
treasurer. H. J. Cavegy. of San I
ready-,--are your boys' suits
learned that the couple had gone to
Elks Notate.
mower and other household furniture
Francisco, was elected chairman of
lifigeouri. Irvin turned the horse
ready?
Apply 505 North Eighth. Telephone
the National Organization commitB. P. O. E. No. 217 meets tonight
-loose at Tamms, and it was returned
1374.
in regular session at s p. m. In Elks'
tee..
The aequisitioeeof learning
to the owner. He declares that he
tome. North Fifth street. All brothFOR SALE-Pony and
buggy.
Is
a
leeirn
load
heal.)
to
but
will have Irvin arrested for stealing
either separately or together. Apply ers are requested to be present as
where to buy. the best clothhis buggy and Parker declares be will
to S. A. Hilt, at Sun office, or tele- important business will come before
have him arrested for stealing his
ing is but a single wordthe ledge. Visiting brothers are. se
phone 964.
daughter.
Here.
ways welcome.
SALE-Six
FOR
horse
power Fair-AndJ. T. DONOVAN. E. It
.1
33 1-3 off on all lightbanks Morse gasoline engine
Good
Mrs. Brindle--"Now, Mary. I want
w WITCHEN S.C.
condition,
will sell cheap. Apply to
weight snits.
on to . be caretqL This is some very
S. E. Mitchell, 326 South Third
- Id table linen. -been lu, the . famity
Paducah, Ky.
likeet.
_
•.
- far over two hundred' yeate. --atid"
1 C. E. KIDD
KIlia
26th
and
25th,
24th,
fliept.
- FO
ary-"Ah, sure, ma'am, you needn't
RENTOR SALE---Eleven
Physicians and 8-'goons
Mrs. B.: "Mother writes to soy she Is dying bz inches.room house on South Sixth ptreet.be27th
'very. I won't tell a soul,' and it
Ofttce 609 Broadway.
Mr. B.; "I never realized before hew tall she was."
tweeo Clark and Washington. Newe
ooke
getith as new. anyway." 116.000 leerees and Premiums.
Both Phones
painted and in good condition. Appl;
ehltedgegb,Mi Inspirer.
Office 1116.
„
Residence 81
to H. A. Pinter.
's
• .

LONG DROUTH
AT LAST BROKEN

i
ltllips
CO.

.tche

HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH

Strength Brings Results

Watch Ais Jpace
yor

At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring ar,d long, hot summer
days.

5pecia1 Attraction

Vitality Gone

gnnouncement

The Animals and Fowls can't produce profitabl. They must have help.

B. A. Thomas

V ,

Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.

-44--1-1-44.1.,e •e e e. e. .(t 4..1*

16 kto
LOCAL NEWS t:

A

The Hog Powder

dev-ri-ribot

Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfaction guaranteed if given in time.

Hart Sells These Remedies at Factory Prices

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

AN•r•rv-r-r-rove-rardrarot

St ,

Pall Races
ANNUAL
'HORSE SHOW

4 0. R.

I
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

ARABS ROUTED BY
HEALS
• OLD SORES FRENCH SOLDIERS
An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and
poisons which are in the blood, and as lung as this. vital fluid remains in
this impure, contaminated Atte the place will never heal. The application
of salves, vrashesepowders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and thus it goes
on, gradually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health of the
Sufferer. There are many ways in which the blood bee-en:xi contaminated
and poisoned. A long spell of sickness breeds disease genus in the system,
the failure of the eliminative members to remove the refuse and waste matter
of the body, the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
infect the blood with morbid matter and germs which sooner or later is manifested by a sore that refuses to heal. Persons with inkerited blood taint are
very apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers. The aint may lie dortnaftt
during young, vigorous life, but when middle age is reached or passed and
the natural energies begin to grow weaker, the tissues in some weak point
break down and a chronic sure is formed and kept open by the constant
drainage of impure matter from the blood. If the cause is not removed the
sore will continue to grow worse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering,
discharging, and slowly undermining the constitution. S. S. S. heals old
bores by going down to the very bottom of the trouble, driving out the
Impurities and building up the entire circulation. When S. S. S. has removed
the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins to heal, new
flesh is formed, and soon the place is cured. Do not depend on external
applications, which do not reach the blood, but begin the use of S. S. S. and
rensove of the cause, and then the sore must heal. Ettx)k on Sores anti Ulcers
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
CIA•

Five

Hundred Dead on Field
at Casa Blanca

and Into the south, visiting Memphis
New Orleans, HOU/00D and Galveston fol• the purpose of informing
hitneelf noise the needs of immigration.
lo addition to being director of
the North German Lloyd eolupan),
Baron Von Pills ia also a directer in
it number of other steetnistile corn,
patties and of the International Trans
portation company. lie it was who
had the NVitteklug. sent to (eharlete
ton. - Houston Po.n,

•

I

leeta• hment %toe ked From tnibush
Secure ithreerc entente and Re.
JOHN D. HIHEM TREY DOCTORS.
puler Charge.
---711skt* Effort I!. Stop Decay In Timber AL Pi/cantle° Hills.
Mo0104 ARE MY? DISCOURAGED.

THIRSDAT, SEPTEMBER 5.

Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
•

Tarrytown, N. Y.. Septt. 5.-Half
a dozen "tree doctors': are at Work at
John is. Reickefellees place at Pocantles) Hill*, treating trees for the
purp•sie of preventing decay. Many
of the trees that indicate an age of
:Ise years or more Mr. Rockefeleer
is eepeolalle anxious to preserve. H.'
learned Oita there were each individ
uals as "tree doctors," and he (none
diately sent for them.

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-'
digested form.

Casa Blanca. Sept. e. --After bevere
fighting clearing which four French
soldiers were wounded the Arabs
were repulsed today with heavy losses. The tribesmen fought with fanatical bravery and charged
time
and again only to be driven back.
The French used theit artillery
!horses, roadsters and the lithe, tough
A Manelield Story.
with deadly effect and literally mowIn letie, after a perfortnanee of ,horees so popular in army circles,
ed down the Arabs. The fighting
Cyrano de Bergerac," Israel Zang- ,breeders turned their attention
to
was begun by the latter, who tried
111, the novelist, essayist and criti • raising heav) draught horses, for use
to ambush a reconnoitering
party
felted Mansfield behind the ssenee. on the faints and in heavy hauling
sent out by General Drede. The
"Do you like my interpretation of The result, according to Gen. Greedy,
•
French discovered the movement in
yrano?" asked. the actor.
has been the disappearance of the
'time to avoid a surprise and defend- ARE HILPORTED .1.T 4
%SA BLANC.%
Mr. Zanswill's answer was honest horses for cavalry and field artillery
ed themselves till they were reinFEZ.
"You are really a great actor." he service.
forced. They repelled repeated chargaid. "In the first acts yo i are ad - Gen. Greely's report is confirmed
es till they were joined by five oomtreble unsurpassabie. But you do te the experience of an °Meer of the
panies of infantry and two batteries
ot hold the mirror up to nature in Gc rman'army who had been in this
of artillery. Then the French under Tante Brothers situ .tbdelkrint
he last acts."
country for some months hoking for
Minima Are Kilted By l'arti.netv
(over of a heavy cannonading,
"What?" said Mans-field, furiously. horses for the irairier's cavalry. He
There.
charged in tura. Tele movement was
Do you mean that, sir?'
has declared that after a tour of
made with great dash and gallantry
"Most assuredly I do. Permit me to Kentueky and other parse breeding
and was entirely successful. The
Id, sir, Coquelin
In
the closing states, he is unable to secure anyetalse were driven back with great
Casa rdia.nea, dept. 5.-Letters re
'elle* is more artistic, more consist- thing like the number or kind of
loss, and it is stated that they left ceived here
from lees declared that
lit than you."
'herses he wants. Within the last five
hundreds of dead on the field. The the Tam( brothers, Atxielkrini lien
Mr. Mansfield,
nsitee about h the
a,ecording to ('yen. Greely, the
exact uutither is not known.
Sliman, the Moroccan foreign miniself and about the American stage price of horses has advanced rapidly
During the lighting shells could ter, and Gamine the second repre*funded both furiously.
!and the supply is now entirely mad'be wen burbling repeatedly among eentative at Tangier, have been asnCloquelin.• he said. "Coquette! equate. He asserts that the army Is
the Arab horsemen and many rider- sassinated by partisans of the caid
ehy. we can give Coquelin. Irving..already embarrassed by its difficult)
lees steeds were observed from the of Mechur, the official who introduces
ad your so-called
European star. in securing the kind of horses needed
French lines. Good work was done ambassadors to the court of the sulcents they never heard about, You I for the equipment of the cavalry and
also today by the Spates, African tan.
are to compare my Cyrano, the rt% that even the fancy prices now being
hussars and irrepular Algerian cavaialt of months of arduous study, to offered, f1:011) $125 o $200. fails to
The Tani brothers exercised alire. They came up before the fightWe have several good driving horses for sale at, reasonable prices and
most complete domination over the
at of Coquelin "
relieve the situation. His report Fuging was over and joined In onespf the
will guarantee tlieni as represented. Call and see them.
sultan
Whereupon he went Into his dress- gists that horse breeders of the west
and to them is attributed the
brilliant charges of the day. General
ruin of the empire. It is alleged that
e; room without heeding the novel- 'may profit by breeding a class of
Druile speaks In high praise of thelr
INCOPPOIIIATED
t good night.
they sought only their pereenal aghorses that will meet the necessities
GIVEN LOUIS CiLASS AT 'FRISCO
l.very and Boarding Bart
work
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
grandisement. Their fortune is count,of the situation.--Gmaha Be.FOR BRIBERY.
So far as can be learned the Moors
ed by millions, and it Is said to be
Hooves Yes the eerily.
are by no means discouraged as yet
_
Western horse breeders may find
sufficient to pay the entire' debt of
Teacher-"Which of the commandt hy their repeated defeats, hut are still
at, interesting hint in the res.ent re- mcnts refers especially to children "
Moroero.
I gathering and another attack front
port of Use. A. W. °neer% in whieh Freest-"The tenth. 'Thou shalt not
Some time ago the raid of Mechur Vice President and Former Demerol
thern Is expected,- They seem to be In
Maaager of Pacific States Tel.
he calls atteation to the increasing -covet Lb. -neigiertreer-wifee " Teaeher
was
on the point of killing the Tani
gieat numbers. All are'splendid
(Those(7o.
difficulty experienced by arms Oft- fe-e-eeeliaf ea your neighbor'a wife ti,
brothers
the
in
presence
the
of
sulhorsemed and their bravery has extints in securing suitable horses for do with you, Franzi?" Frans! -"She
tan.
The
name
of
the
mid is Driss
cited the admiration of the French
the Amellean cavalry and artillery makes such lovely eakes."-megge.nBen Aide and he Is a descendant of
officers and men aliee. They literalservice. The general goes into detail dorfer Biatter.
the Bujaris, one of the four tribes
eau Francesco. Sept. e.--- Five years
ly throw their lives away.
In reviewing the change that has
which founded the Moroccan monWord comes, from Tangier that the
for Louis Glass was the news mes'been effected in the number and char"I'm troubled with insomnia," American missionaries have been archy.
•
sage that spread over the city this
acter of horses raised in America
said the man at his gate. "I wish compelled to leave the countr.y
Abdeikrim Ben Semen was a permorning from Temple Sperith 'mar
He shows that some twenty years you'd
come to my church," said the Messrs. Clinton,,Reld and Envert had fect type of the cunning diplomatic
where was Imposed sentence tb.
ago. with the introduction of the percent
who was passing; "I need a decided to remain at Fez after the Moor. He recently sent his condolbrought to a close the second trial
trolley in displacing the horsce-drawh , few
fellows like yon"-Yonkers Europeans had gone and, this aroused ences to the French charge daffai
the vice president and former geners
Street car. the pri.'e of horses de- ;Statesman.
the suspicions of the natives. who t Tangier regarding the massacre of manager of the Pacific States Tel,
clined radieally
and
immediately
concluded that, they must be French Europeans at ease Blanca. Ganam phebe and Telegraph company, col
thereafter a change was noticed in
Japan has 2,237 banks with $295,- spies. Owing to the intense hatred of was inteusely anti-European. He revictod last week on a charge of bri)
the character of the horses raised for
244.131 caittal. Five new bantka have the Moors for everything that is ceatly was accused of complicity In
Fire,
Steam Ftoiler,
ery. -A thirty days' arrest of jueL
sale. Instead of the drivers. riding ,opened sines
February.
French the situation became so mete an illegal .sale of government land at ment was granted his attorneys wit:
Life,
Bonds,
acing that the Americans were forced Tangier.
Accident,
Plate Glass,
in which they will apply for hall and
Health,
for theit. sleet), to flee, and are now
Cargo,
begin prosecution of an appeal.
Pateence-- "I saw her in bathing,
Liability,
said to be on their way to the coast
Hull,
ONO.
Automobile,
preparatory to getting out of the and it is a fact that she has webElevator.
SLIPPING
AWAY.
country temporarily. While nothing feet." Patrice- -There! I always
Nlitnufat..;tur...ti Its
Old 726
has as yet been heard from them di- said she was no ehicken!"--,Yonkers
Oh, dear! Oh dear!
14••• 726
rect, word of their arrival at Tangier Statesman.
This fine new year
Curripbell Building, PreduCrsh, Ky.
Is expected soon. It Is possible that
Is morcen hall gone
New Phone 441. Con Third and Ohio.
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ever
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that
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they may have reached Oleassar 0eAlready.
heaven
prevented
his
guer, where they would be in safety. easures in
I'll bet a dime
411111•111011111111M1111111111111.
Irene
finding
real
treasures
here.
Communisation with the interior
The sands of time
of the country has been entirely cut
Are running
off and this adds to the anxiety so far
Pretty stead).
aes11111111111111111111110•1114111i
41111111111P11111111111Inee
as the safety of the Americans is concerned. All white men are now re
It seems to be
garded with hostility by the tribesBut two »or three
men, who think all but natives ere
Or four weeks since
friendly to or in league with the
We welted
French.
To greet with cheer
Another year
ROADS l'UT ON -LOWER HATES.
Whose coming had
Electric Hose, the world's beet, per foot_
Been slated.
Young Men and Women for positions of trust,
Row to Law in Alabama, But Will
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
e,nteet in Federal (snake.Oh, me! Oh, my!
paid r.—
How time does fly,
Experienced Men and Women for positions trMniffifornery. Ala., Sept. 5.8 For
euet eke a roll
quintet. ability and tact—
the first time in the history of AlaOf monee.
People of All Agra, if all talents, lof diver.
bama, railroad tickets are being
Or like, again,
ahlfties, for suitable lines of employment-bought for 2 1-2 cents a mile Rates
The chauffeur when
Both Phones 201
reed Things-such as Name, Organs, Every
have been reduced also on 110 com132 S. Fourth St.
The cops are getting
Sort of Mumical Instrument, Writing Machines,
modities of general use in the state.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
Funny.
Cash Registers, Stare and Office Fixtures, TalkThe laws gaverning these reelections
ing Machines, Bookie Engravings, Post-Cards,
are enactments of the recent legislaWho would have said
Stamp Collect:Ione Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
ture end are In effect-by agreement
To look ahead,
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ity in the federal courts.
Pliant 3H141
-.Weather
Paxton.
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One new year just
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all the same
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Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408

FIVE YEARS

TH'E TULLY LIVER/ COMPANY
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Undertakers.and Embalmers
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I

211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

i

I
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KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.
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18 Years' Success
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